
Q10 How would you define success?

Answered: 543 Skipped: 0

# RESPONSES DATE

1 Ages 21-29 Benchmark Female never giving up 2/8/2018 10:18 PM

2 Ages 60 or older Benchmark Female Respecting oneself 2/8/2018 7:04 PM

3 Ages 40-49 Male Social Happiness and financial stability 2/5/2018 5:57 PM

4 Female Quora Merged I think a person is successful not because of the fame, name and

money but if you are satisfied and enjoying whatever you are doing even if you don't earn much

but are capable of making yourself happy and each day feels like a party.

8/18/2017

5 Male Quora Merged Success changes as your life progress. It all depends on your age. When I

am 8, success to me is being able to finish my home work and go out to play with my friends.

When I am 18, success to me is having a girl friend, a car and study in university. When I am 28,

success to me is to have a high salary job. When I am 38, success to me is being able to see my

love ones and seeing my children growing up. I am 40 this year. My definition of success is still the

same as when I am 38. I would add one more to my definition of success. It is to have good health,

and remain fit. The definition of success varies from person to person. A homeless person would

see someone who has a simple home as successful. The person who has a simple home would

see another person who has a larger home to be successful. The idea of success sometimes

brings un-happiness and discontent. Maybe true success is being able to enjoy and appreciate

what we all have now. To read more of my other writing. Please go to living kindfully

2/8/2017

6 Quora Merged Most people want their life to be this way. To them, this is the “ideal” definition of

having a successful life. All the wants of education, money, job and business surrounds around

this line - Work to live, retire and then die. Being succcessful is “Breaking the obvious”, “The

Norm”, breaking what is considered “Normal” and living life in your own terms. This looks like this

Of course it is much more complicated than this and it would take many, many pivots to achieve

that state wherein someone wants to live on his own terms. But this is just an example to show

how you bring your own definition of success into the picture Only you know what that definition is

but one thing is for certain - whatever is already out there and perceived as “Normal” is not YOUR

definition. You have a different definition which you need to figure out using exploring. So in a

sentence, being successful means “Exploring and finding that definition of success according to

your own terms”

10/19/2016

7 Ages 60 or older Male Quora Merged In its simplest personal sense success, or being

successful, means accomplishing what you set out to do. The simplicity fades rapidly during the

attempts because people underestimate the effort, or misunderstand the process, or don't fully

consider the implications or outcomes. The most complex sense of success is the social

perspective - what do others expect of you. Your parents, teachers, siblings, friends, mentors,

employers, associates, and others all create a sense of expectation. These are rarely fully

expressed. When asked, the answer is most often something like “do your best” or “follow

instructions.” Most people we identify as successful are those who continually advance in a

direction we desire. They may express a confidence we admire, or a respect from those we

consider successful. In my opinion the truly successful are those who read the expectations of

others and integrate the relevant ones in a balance with their own goals. They approach each day

with an open mind, alert for ideas and opportunities, and plan tasks that move them forward. They

support those they love. They carry only what they need. They learn from their mistakes, and

study for their challenges. In the eternal scheme of goals and opportunities each of our lives last

only a nano-second. When the flash is over, if we can say we were true to our deepest beliefs,

faithful in their pursuit, then we have the right to feel successful.

7/9/2016
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8 Ages 40-49 Male Quora Merged Very good question, taking this question quite seriously will

cause significant transformations for the self. It is very important to distinguish the definition as it

suits the self Vs. the one the rest of the people around you prefer. One may even attempt to go for

both the types of definition and balance the priorities between the two, harmonizing the two parallel

objectives. It will be easier, to list down the various definitions you will find (search the net, if

necessary), and start wondering what kind of being and becoming will help you to go after such

definitions. Also, note any potential conflicts between any such definitions, and attempt to work out

a give-and-take negotiation between the two, towards harmonizing your life for achieving all these

objectives. Some simple ones that got my attention: Natural smile on your face all the time, even at

the time of stress and disaster Being happy unconditionally Filled with love and compassion

unconditionally Having no regret, fear, remorse or hesitation regarding the past, present and

future, being fully free and live Achieving all objectives as stated in the Maslov’s pyramid, including

the top most one in the pyramid which is an addendum viz. self-transcendence, which comes

beyond the self-actualization (Maslow's hierarchy of needs - Wikipedia) Living fully, with all seven

chakras of our being at their best performance (https://holisticapproachto.com/2...) - Focus on the

left side positive effects and watch out to eliminate the right side negativities! Another diagram that

helps to use this concept effectively with no confusions: Pinterest . Yet another simple summary

that will help to evaluate and focus on refinements: Chakras Being ready for the death for any

moment, and having an ability to do so with a sense of fulfillment and joy Hope these cues help.

Develop your own set of definitions and work towards implementing them. Do not expect to arrive

at the optimal definitions in one go, but as your life progresses, both the definition and alignment to

the same mature! Best wishes!

6/12/2018

9 Ages 21-29 Male Quora Merged See for yourself Journey of Captain Vikram Batra,Param Vir

Chakra from Palampur to Kargil ISRO in 1960s ISRO in 2018 Hiroshima and Nagasaki : Cities

rebuild from ashes Ed Sheeran : Journey from a shy and stuttering kid to an award winning

popular singer Elon Musk : From a bullied child to a pioneering innovator of 21st century When

your childhood hero becomes your fan : Rahul Dravid, then standing beside his idol and now his

admirer Sunil Gavaskar Image Source : Google Images Pinterest Information Source Ed

Sheeran's Life Story: How a Bullied Ginger Boy Became Britain’s Biggest Music Success |

Goalcast As a child Elon Musk was bullied so severely he once had to be hospitalized because of

a beating from other students Vikram Batra - Wikipedia Indian Space Research Organisation -

Wikipedia After the A-bomb: Hiroshima and Nagasaki then and now – in pictures Have a great day

Keep smiling CN

6/11/2018

10 Ages 21-29 Quora Merged I used to read answers of our famous writer, Mr. K. A. I always felt

jealous of how this man gets so many upvotes for an answer which had nothing special

information in it. The knowledge before and after reading his answers always remained same. I'd

written some good stuff of answers to add knowledge to those who read it which I found missing in

his content. I even find good knowledge content from some authors I follow. So basically I didn't

even follow KA. Then today morning I read one answer: Pratik Sharma's answer to What is

something that needs to be said? This answer was written some 4 hours ago then. The answer

made me visit KA's profile. There were same type of answers. Then I shut down that tab. Now, 5

minutes ago when I opened my Quora, I found this question in my feed: How will Quora be

impacted as a result of Kanwal Anuvind being banned? I was shocked to see it and like my usual

habit, I visited KA's profile again. I was surprised to see that it was banned on Quora! Just in about

6–8 hours of Pratik Sharma’s answer, KA was clean bowled! Now this I call success! Great job

Pratik Sharma But what I see further is to end someone, he had to give up his life. It is sad to see

Pratik Sharma banned on Quora.

10/21/2017

11 Ages 40-49 Male Quora Merged It might be useful to review the guidelines for success

according to Judaism, Christianity, and Islam Guidelines for success and failure according to

Judaism: In order to succeed, we have to obey God and to keep his commands Deuteronomy

13:3-4 God is testing you to find out whether you love him with all your heart and with all your

soul. - It is God you must follow, and him you must revere. Keep his commands and obey him;

serve him and hold fast to him God has promised blessings for obedience and curses for

disobedience Deuteronomy 11:26-28 See, I am setting before you today a blessing and a curse,

the blessing if you obey the commands of God that I am giving you today; the curse if you disobey

the commands of God and turn from the way that I command you today Deuteronomy 32:46-47

"he said to them, “Take to heart all the words I have solemnly declared to you this day, so that you

may command your children to obey carefully all the words of this law. They are not just idle words

for you—they are your life. Deuteronomy 28:2-6 confirms and reiterates the same message All

these blessings will come on you and accompany you if you obey God: You will be blessed in the

city and blessed in the country. The fruit of your womb will be blessed, and the crops of your land

and the young of your livestock—the calves of your herds and the lambs of your flocks. Your

basket and your kneading trough will be blessed. You will be blessed when you come in and

7/20/2018
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blessed when you go out. The most frequent teachings of the Old Testimony are 'blessings for

obedience & Curses for dis-obedience Deuteronomy 30:15-16 See, I set before you today life and

prosperity, death and destruction. For I command you today to love God, to walk in obedience to

him, and to keep his commands, decrees and laws; then you will live and increase, and God will

bless you in the land you are entering to possess. Deuteronomy 30:19 This day I call the heavens

and the earth as witnesses against you that I have set before you life and death, blessings and

curses. Now choose life, so that you and your children may live Deuteronomy 10:12-13 what does

God ask of you but to fear God, to walk in all his ways, to love him, to serve God with all your heart

and with all your soul, 13and to observe the LORD's commands and decrees that I am giving you

today for your own good? The same consistent teachings are also confirmed in Deuteronomy

7:12-16, Deuteronomy 11:13-15, Deuteronomy 15:5-6, Leviticus 26 Leviticus 19:34 The alien living

with you must be treated as one of your native-born. Love him as yourself, for you were aliens in

Egypt The same message of loving the foreigners was confirmed in Deuteronomy 10:19, and

Leviticus 19:34 Deuteronomy 10:19 And you are to love those who are foreigners, for you

yourselves were foreigners in Egypt Leviticus 19:34 The foreigner residing among you must be

treated as your native-born. Love them as yourself In Deuteronomy 10:13-29, Moses has

summarized what God wants from us. These verses teach us that God is just and merciful; he

likes us to be just and merciful to orphans, strangers, and widows, to worship him as the only God

and to obey his law Deuteronomy 10:17-19 teach that God is great, mighty, awesome, does not

show partiality; reminds us of the justice for the orphan and the widow Deuteronomy 27:19 Cursed

is anyone who withholds justice from the foreigner, the orphan, or the widow Deuteronomy 24:17

Do not deprive the foreigner or the fatherless of justice, or take the cloak of the widow as a pledge

Exodus 23:2 is a warning to those who follow the majority Do not follow the crowd in doing wrong.

When you give testimony in a lawsuit, do not pervert justice by siding with the crowd The core

teachings of Moses are also confirmed by the Prophets; they have also taught that God revealed

the laws that are just and right, but most people became arrogant and did not obey God’s

commands Our life consists of a number of days, with each day passes, we lose a part of our life –

this should urge us to think, what is the most important thing to do – to Get wisdom Similar

teachings are taught by David in Psalm 90:12 Proverbs 17:15 states: He who justifies the wicked,

and he who condemns the righteous, both of them alike are an abomination unto God That should

be considered as a warning to the teachers who promise free salvation to the sinners and who

claim that Jesus has been punished to save them In Psalms 1:1-2 David taught that there are

wicked people who choose the way of sinners and there are righteous people who choose to obey;

he did not teach that people are born sinners Isaiah 30:15 teaches in repentance and obedience is

your salvation Isaiah 48:18 If only you had paid attention to my commands, your peace would have

been like a river, your well-being like the waves of the sea Isaiah 42:21 teaches that God could

have consider them righteous if they had glorified the law Isaiah 58:6-11 teach that the true

worships are not the prayers, the fasting and the rituals, but are to loosen the chains of injustice, to

defend the oppressed, to feed the hungry and to help others Such verses are sample prescriptions

for those who seek righteousness and those who want God to answer their prayers It is not

impossible for people to follow such wisdom and to transform earth into a paradise “Is not this the

kind of fasting I have chosen: to loosen the chains of injustice and untie the cords of the yoke, to

set the oppressed free and break every yoke? Is it not to share your food with the hungry and to

provide the poor wanderer with shelter - when you see the naked, to clothe them, and not to turn

away from your own flesh and blood? Then your light will break forth like the dawn, and your

healing will quickly appear; then your righteousness will go before you, and the glory of the Lord

will be your rear guard. Then you will call, and the Lord will answer; you will cry for help, and he

will say: Here am I Isaiah 3:5 People will oppress each other - man against man, neighbor against

neighbor. The young will rise up against the old, the nobody against the honored. He explained

the reason of those disasters in 3:8-9 because they did not obey God but they chose to repel and

have rewarded evil unto themselves Success and failure according to Christianity: Jesus taught

that when we obey God and do good works; we will pass the test of this world and will become

qualified to receive God’s rewards in heaven In Matt 5:13-16, Jesus taught that the believers

should act as the salt to protect against corruption and as a light to guide others to the truth The

same is also written in mark 9:50 and Luke 14:34-35 In Matt 7:13-14, Jesus warned those who

follow the majority Enter through the narrow gate; for the gate is wide and the way is broad that

leads to destruction, and there are many who enter through it. For the gate is small and the way is

narrow that leads to life, and there are few who find it Most people ignore that teachings and say

‘As long as I am with the majority, I should be fine’, but they are wrong according to the teachings

of Jesus in Luke 13:24-27, Matthew 7:13-14 In Matt 7:15-20, Jesus warned from the false

teachers who mislead people; he advised us to identify them from their bad deeds In Matthew

7:21-23 Jesus warned of the false teachers who claim to perform miracles; he advised that only

the believers who obey will enter the kingdom of heaven The same is also written in Luke 13:25-27

In Matthew 22:35-40, Jesus confirmed the teachings of the Old Testimony like Deuteronomy 6:5

and Leviticus 18:4-5 Mark 12:33 teaches: And to love one’s neighbour as himself, is much more
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than all burnt offerings and sacrifices What Jesus taught here is not different from the wisdom

taught by the old testimony Hosea 6:6 For I desire mercy and not sacrifice, And the knowledge of

God more than burnt offerings Luke 12:16-21 is a parable to warn most people who treasure for

tomorrow while turning a blind eye to the hungry people we see everyday John 12:25 warns those

who like to "live it up" urging them to prepare for the eternal life The same is also confirmed in

Matthew 10:39 and Matthew 16:25 The same is also mentioned in Luke 9:23-25, Mark 8:34-35

Matthew 13:44 teaches us to give everything to obey so that we get God’s rewards for the

righteous James 4:1-5 also warns those who compete to enjoy the pleasures of this life Luke 6:27-

36 and Matthew 5:38-42 set the high standard for wise dealing with others; such teachings would

replace hatred by compassion and would transform earth into a paradise Matthew 7:12 reminds us

of the “Golden Rule”, the common ground wisdom taught by all wise teachers Matthew 6:24 urges

us to shift from the material life into a spiritual life Matthew 12:50 teaches that the real family of the

prophet are the obedient believers For whoever does the will of my Father in heaven is my brother

and sister and mother Luke 6:46-48 teaches that solid faith foundations are based on obedience to

the teachings The same is also taught in John 14:15 and John 14:21 If you love me, you will keep

my commandments John 14:21 They who have my commandments and keep them are those who

love me; and those who love me will be loved by my Father, and I will love them and reveal myself

to them In Matthew 25:31-45 Jesus described the final judgment as being based on good works;

he clarified that those who obey the law will be saved Salvation is not based solely on belief and

nothing else; salvation is not granted to those who merely profess acceptance of Jesus without

actually performing kind or compassionate deeds Jesus did not teach that a man is justified by

faith without the deeds of the law; In Matthew 16:27 and John 5:29, Jesus has confirmed that God

will reward each person according to his deeds; those are the basic teachings of the old testimony

like the verses taught in Psalm 62:12, Ecclesiastes 12:14, and many other old testimony verses

Matthew 25:41-46 teach that when we give the poor, we give to God James 2:14 and 2:17 teach

that faith without works is dead Success and failure according to the teachings of Islam: Quran

Verse 2:136 of Quran urges us to follow what God has revealed to the Prophets Verse 42:13

teaches that there is one religion revealed by God to all Prophets 7:96 confirms the ‘blessings for

obedience and the curses for disobedience’ – the same teachings of Moses and other prophets

14:7 teaches that God rewards the grateful and punishes the ungrateful 45:30-31 the believers who

obey and do good deeds will be blessed 7:35 comforts those who accepted and obeyed the

prophets; no fears; no grieves. The verse is to all people, not to Muslims only 7:42 teaches that

those who believe and do righteous deeds will be rewarded an eternal life in paradise. The verse

is also to all people, not to Muslims only 103:1-3 teach that mankind is in loss Except for those

who have believed and done righteous deeds and advised each other to truth and advised each

other to patience 30:41 teaches that Evil and the curses are the results of disobedience 7:164

urges us to guide the lost person to the truth and to bring him back to God 3:92 teaches that the

evidence to the true belief is to spend money to support the poor 71:10 urges us to repent and pray

to request God’s forgiveness Many verses like 11:51, 34:47, 6:90, 12:104, 34:39, and 36:21 teach

that true Prophets do not accept any reward for preaching the truth The same is also taught by

many Prophets in 26:145, 26:164, and 26:180 11:117 teaches that God does not punish the

obedient righteous 41:30-31 teaches that the believers who obey God will be supported by angels

in this life and in the hereafter 40:51 teaches that God supports the prophets and the believers in

this life and hereafter The same is confirmed in other verses like 37:171-172 10:62-64 teach that

the righteous have nothing to fear, and neither shall they grieve 41:46 teaches that people have

the choice to do either good deeds or bad deeds. God does not predetermine the punishment or

the rewards before the people are born and before they have a chance to do any good or bad

deeds 38:28 clarifies that God does not treat the obedient believers as the wicked 16:90 reminds

us about justice, spending to support the poor, and warns of immorality and oppression 12:105

teaches that there are enough signs in the heavens and on earth to guide people to God 16:10-14

mention some signs like the rain, the fruits, the night, the day, the sun, the moon, the sea as a

source of food and to enable transportation via ships, etc. (such signs should make people

grateful) 30:21-23 remind us of some signs like our creation, marriage, creation of the heavens and

the earth, different languages, colors, our sleep, and earning our living; all those are signs we

should think about 30:44-45 teach that it is up to people to believe or to disbelieve; free will, no

predestinations 6:116 teaches that the majority do not follow the truth but follow opinions and

guesses 38:24 teaches that the majority is not right (and the true obedient believers are not the

majority – but those are the minority) This is similar to the wisdom taught by Moses in Exodus 23:2

This is similar to the wisdom taught by Jesus when he mentioned the narrow gate in Luke 13:24-

27 and in Matthew 7:13-14 33:67-68 is a scene from the hereafter to teach that those who follow

the arrogant leaders will be misled 34:32 teaches that those who followed the arrogant leaders are

also guilty 28:8 teaches that the soldiers who execute the commands of the wicked authorities are

also sinners 15:42 teaches that the devil does not have authority to force people to sin 16:99

teaches that obedient believers can resist devil’s temptations 17:65 teaches that the devil has no

authority to mislead people (they can resist temptations) 27:83-85 is a scene from the hereafter,
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when we are asked ‘what else have you been doing?’ 28:65-66 is also a scene from the hereafter

to warn those who reject the Prophets 6:120 teaches us to be transparent; we should not have any

bad thoughts 25:43-44 warns those who follow their desires instead of following God’s commands

16:105 teaches that the disbelievers are liars (because they conceal the proofs of existence of

God which they see everywhere) 27:14 teaches that some people reject God’s signs and

revelations although they know that the signs and revelations are true 16:22 teaches that non-

believers are arrogant (those are arrogant because they conclude that there is no God and there

is no hereafter without enough knowledge – they acted like the child who has limited knowledge

but makes conclusions about the advanced science theories) 23:64-66 is a scene from the

hereafter to warn those who prefer to live a luxury life ignoring God’s message 46:20 is a scene

from the hereafter to warn the arrogant people who did not obey but chose to enjoy a luxury life

That is similar to the wisdom taught by Jesus in Luke 16:25 4:150-152 Warns those who reject

some of the prophets 7:30 teaches that God does not mislead people, but people are misled when

they follow the devils temptations 7:146 teaches that God does not guide the arrogant who ignore

the signs and deny God’s message 6:119 teaches that many are led astray by their own lusts

through ignorance 7:28 teaches that we should not automatically inherit the bad traditions of the

disobedient parents 37:69-70 warn those who blindly follow the father’s religion The same is

confirmed in 43:23-25 16:35 warns those who say that it is all decided by God and we do not have

decisions about faith matters 16:53 reminds us about God’s gifts and the fact that he is the only

refuge we seek in real disasters 16:83 warns those who enjoy the gifts of God but are ungrateful

17:14 is a scene from the hereafter teaches that each person will validate his records of his deeds

17:15 teaches that God enables people to choose their faith, they will be rewarded according to

their deeds, and there is no punishment for those who do not know about the Prophets 17:72

warns those who turn a blind eye to the signs of God in this world that they will be blind in the

hereafter 20:124-127 warn those who turn a blind eye to the signs of God in this world that they

will be blind in the hereafter 43:7 teaches that people used to persecute the Prophets 23:44

teaches that people hate the true teachings of the prophets 21:35 teaches that we will be tested by

bad and good things before we return to God 23:55-58 teach that gifts in this life are not rewards to

the chosen, but are means to testing. 27:14 al warns those who reject the signs of God although

they know that they are true signs and revelations 28:50 warns those who follow their desires

without guidance from God 32:12 is a scene from the hereafter to warn those who fail to do good

deeds 33:39 teaches that God will reward those who deliver his messages and fear none save

God (the verse does not mention the reward; but say that those are very special people to God;

God knows how to reward his very special people) 34:25-26 teach that everyone will be judged for

his deeds only (not for the mistakes of fathers or others) 34:34 warns the people who have wealth

and authority because those are usually the first people to reject the prophets 35:37 is a scene

from the hereafter to explain the conditions of the disobedient who wish to go back to life to do

good deeds (although they are granted enough time to demonstrate their behavior) 39:59-61 is a

scene from the hereafter to warn the arrogant who deny the signs and revelations 40:81 warns

those who ignore God’s signs which he shows everywhere 42:40 teaches that it is better to forgive

than to return evil for evil 42:43 urges us to be patient and to forgive 43:20 warns those who

worship other Gods and claim that they do not have a choice to choose the right faith 43:36-37

warns those who ignore God Guidance that they will be misled by devils 43:72 Teaches that

people are rewarded according to their deeds (God does not create people as holy or sinners. He

does not determine their salvation, but he delegates that task to each person) 45:15 teaches that

people determine their fate by their deeds 45:28-31 explains a scene from the hereafter; people

will be rewarded for their deeds, all deeds are recorded 46:13 teaches that the obedient believers

can earn their salvation 51:50 teaches that God is the only refuge to flee to. The verse does not

mention the sources of the risks to flee from; the only safe haven from all disasters is God 63:10

urges us to spend money to support the poor 76:27 warns those who just enjoy life and forget to

think about their salvation 80:34-37 warn about the Day of Judgment On the Day a man will flee

from his brother, and his mother and his father, and his wife and his children, on that Day, to every

one of them will his own state be of sufficient concern 24:22 urges forgiveness “...and you should

forgive and overlook: Do you not like God to forgive you? And God is The Merciful Forgiving.” 4:8-

9 urge people to take care of the orphans and the needy
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12 Ages 21-29 Female Quora Merged The former president of India, Bharat Ratna Dr. A.P.J.

Abdul kalam quoted: Success is when your signature turns into autograph. This line has always

inspired me and has always motivated me to work harder, with more dedication towards my goals,

for my dreams. But this isn’t it. There is a lot more to it. The definition of success will vary from one

person to another. Not only its definition but also the route to achieve it. The hurdles which you

face while you achieve your success may not even exist for your friend. There may be various

definitions of success but I think: Success isn’t something to define, it is something to achieve &

once you achieve it you’ll have to achieve an upgraded, higher version of it. It’s a never-ending

journey. This road has no dead-end, no definite route, no definite path. It isn’t something you

simply define and by sticking on to it, you can not simply become successful, just like that. None

can. Remember? Rome wasn’t built in a day! • when a 5 year old sketches his mother & runs to

her with a Star on his clumpsy drawing, his mother hugs & tells him how proud she is, it is the

success of that kid. • when a doctor receives blessings after treating a patient who now sees him

next to god, it’s the success of the doctor. • when a dreamer who left everything & walked away

with only a penny in his pocket, makes his family proud, it’s the success of his dreams. • when 2

lovers whose families never supported them for being together, prove them wrong by happily

ending up together, it’s the success of love. • when the whole country fights against injustice,

despite the differences among its people, it’s the success of the country. • when I go to bed with

no regret from my day, holding no grudge against anyone, with a serene mind & a hopeful

tomorrow, it’s my success, for the day.

6/14/2017

13 Ages 30-39 Male Quora Merged Common misconception, “Success is measured from

peoples perspective”. Dictionary defines success as “ Achievement of an action within a specified

period of time or within a specified parameter”. When you are responsible for your action and you

achieve the result, then how come others define it for you. Think. A daily wager after standing

hours under Sun able to get work for the day and secure dinner for his family . This is success for

him. But does it mean success to you? You completed the project on time at your work and

handed over to client. This is success for you. But does it mean the same to other team member ?

I was able to secure a private job after my graduation which was much needed. This was huge

success for me. But does that mean the same to a person who secured IAS/IPS ? People will call

that person more successful than me. For me,the day you cherish on your accomplishment is real

success. Doesn’t matter how small it may seem to others, only you know under how much

hardship you have gone through to achieve that.

5/3/2018

14 Ages 40-49 Male Quora Merged I have defined success differently as I got older. It used to be

about money and power. That always came with the ugly parts which are debt and stress. Today I

find myself successful because I no longer strive for material things. I take life slowly, and enjoy it.

I don’t get stressed out when something goes badly, I pass it off and put it behind me. Fretting

about the bad serves no purpose, except to create more negativity in my brain. I put things behind

me quickly, and focus on the now and future. I give gifts of time instead of things, such as an

outing or trip that involves me. I have zero debt. I’m not the richest person anymore like I was in

my youth, but I think my life is highly successful. I wake each day thankful for it's coming, and

never regret my past, I only learn not to repeat the negative parts. I greet people I have never met,

and meet many new people because of it. I stopped judging people, and learned to empathize

instead. I always give, sometimes too much, and never ask. And each night, when I go to bed, I

thank God for my day, and prey he allow me another. This to me is success.

9/13/2016
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15 Ages 21-29 Female Quora Merged “If one advances confidently in the direction of his

dreams, and endeavors to live the life which he has imagined, he will meet with success

unexpected in common hours.” ~Henry David Thoreau Success. A word defined by you and me.

Do not be manipulated by the definitions applied to that word by others. Choose your own

definition. Though I believe we all have the potential to succeed in reaching our dreams, I have

found that success reaches to a far greater depth in our lives. Whenever I hug my sister and tell

her that I love her, and she responds in the same manner—there is my success. Whenever I

receive a random text or email from one of my long lost friends saying that they love me—there is

my success. When I write something I feel passionate and excited about— even before anyone

else has read it—there is my success. But as Henry David Thoreau writes, there are four elements

that assist us in pursuing the lives we dream about. 1. Have a dream. To discover your dream, ask

yourself these questions: What do I want to achieve? How do I want to feel? Where do I want to

go? Who do I wish to meet? What is the legacy that I wish to leave the next generation? What do I

wish to contribute? Where would I like to travel? How would I like to live? What don’t I want in my

life? When do I want these things, people, or events to come into my life’s experience? How do I

want to spend my days? Answer these questions and you will start to identify your dream. 2.

Advance confidently in the direction of your dream. When you have a sense of purpose, your

focus helps refresh your confidence. Now, your destination—the direction you’re heading in—may

change along the way. The important thing is that you keep going on your journey, and keep

learning about yourself through the process. It is those who meander aimlessly through life with no

plans, no focus, no goal, and no reason who lack confidence. When you know what you’d like to

do, and actively choose to keep moving forward, you will feel strong and capable, even as the

winds of change blow against your life. 3. Endeavour to live the life you have imagined. The use of

the word “endeavor” implies that there will be times throughout the journey when you may not

necessarily spend all your time in the frame that is defined by “the life you have imagined.” I’ve

chosen many of my “detours” because I needed to make a living, but good things often came from

the choices I made out of necessity. Even on a detour—when we’re in the “endeavoring” process

—we can reap rewards that will not only benefit us, but also those who accompany us on this

wonderful journey called life. This doesn’t mean we stop endeavoring to create what we imagine.

It just means we accept that things don’t always go to plan, and stay committed to our dreams

even as we’re diverted from them. Bumps in the road shall be our teacher, and unexpected travels

will be our tutors all the way to success. 4. Meet with success unexpected in common hours. We’ll

face a lot of common hours while striving for our dreams, so make them magnificent. In this way,

you’ll experience success at every point along the way—long before you achieve whatever it is

you’ve dreamed about. When you do, because you’ve already celebrated successes in your

everyday life, you’ve moved confidently throughout the years, and you’ve stayed committed to

your purpose, you’ll know this “arrival” is simply one of many personal successes. So what

unexpected successes have you experienced lately.

11/6/2017

16 Ages 21-29 Quora Merged The definition of success depends on an individual. How one

perceives things and weighs them plays a significant factor in what success really mean to

him/her. Some people find that helping people brings them the most joy, and therefore success

looks like a joy of life given to others. Some realize that building a business or product brings them

happiness. Some prefer isolation and others prefer constant activity. The simple yet profound truth

is that what makes me happy doesn’t make someone else happy, and vice versa. My vision of

success probably looks nothing like yours, and that’s how it should be. If we fail to define success

for ourselves and try to pursue someone else’s path, we’ll end up frustrated, unhappy and

ultimately feeling deeply unsuccessful. Bruce Lee said, “Always be yourself, express yourself,

have faith in yourself; do not go out and look for a successful personality and duplicate it.” The

path to success begins by asking yourself, What makes me happy? Success is both a goal and a

journey. When we reach certain milestones, that is an element of success. But we don’t stop there.

We push higher and harder, striving for more and to bet better. To me success resides in a famous

quote: “Success is helping others to reach their success instead of worrying about my own.”

10/26/2017

17 Male Quora Merged An old man was lying on his bed, he was about to take his last breath of

his life. “He lived a legendary life. Yes, he is going to die but he made sure his presence to be felt

through his actions when he lived. I won’t cry for him, as he will stay in our heart forever” says a

random guy at the street. I believe that is the success in my life. I know a man who was successful

in my view. DR.A.P.J ABDUL KALAM He is the only most successful person I have ever known.

Thank you :)

9/19/2016
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18 Ages 18-20 Male Quora Merged How can we define success? Definition of success may be

different for different person. For example, a bigger dream to have shelter while a common man

dream to have a palace. So, according to that example, success can be defined as- Anyone who

achieved, what dreamed, is success. Then, tell me, have our desire ever get statisfied? No. If that

bigger got a shelter then he will dream of palace. Would he never call himself a successful person?

And, what if he did not get a shelter. despite of all hard work, all tackled problem. Would he never

call him successful person? Think about that father who left his dream and get a 9–6 job for their

children. Is he not successful? Let me ask you a question, have you ever seen Classmate

advertisement? Be better than yourself. The advertisement shows a story between daughter and

mother, where daughter was sorry to her her mother in a letter because she did not scored better

then others in maths test. She promised to her mother that next time she will surely score better

then others and lift her trophy(cake made by her mom). Her mother noticed in her test copy, that

she consistently improved her marks. So, her mother made cake for her. After watching the cake

Girl : But I did not scored better then them. Mom : This is for scoring better then yourself.

…………. So, what do you think, the girl succeed or not? For me, yes! she succeed. Success is

not in comfort and luxury, degree and reputation one have but is in being better then our last

version. Don't tie success to a destination, enjoy journey,keep improving, now or later you will

succeed. Success=betterment. Thanks.

6/12/2018

19 Quora Merged Successful is one whose context of life has enhanced, not necessarily the

content. Success is a mental state and it's independent of the amount of material you possess.

Success is a daily affair. Many confuses success with achievement. Achievement of certain

positions in the job or in the society. Or achievement of lots of money, property and materials. Most

people have gulped wrong definition and perception of success and are in the unending direction

of achieving it. Let's understand this with an example: Say a person becomes a doctor, becoming

a doctor is an achievement but attending patients with peace, consciousness and dedication is his

success. If a doctor is angry and misbehaves with patients or assistants then he's in misery and

that's not called success. The same applies to all sections and positions in the society. Wherever,

in whatever position one works, that doesn't matter, what matters is with what degree of

responsibility and consciousness one does the job. Anybody who displays reactions in workplace

or anywhere is not successful. Education is and should be a man making process along with skill

development. Anybody who has developed skill and not functional human values are embraced

with laziness, anger, sadness, frustration, stress etc. These are just different ranks of misery and

signs of uneducated. For anybody to be eligible to serve the society, there are two requirements:

Possession of functional human values which is the fundamental requirement to be called a

human being. Possession of functional skill which will make contributions for progress in diverse

areas. Possession of both is very necessary for success. Accumulation of functional human values

leads to accumulation of skill and the converse is not necessarily true. There are people in the

society who are very skillful but not sensible human beings. They can be a threat to the society.

Their life isn't success inspite of having all professional, monetary and material achievement.

Money is good to remain in your pocket but it's life taking when it enters your head. If the primary

focus is on money and material then success, satisfaction will be a future thing. If the focus is on

quality, efficient service then money, prosperity will happen as a byproduct. The performer will be

taken care of. A performer is always an asset to the society, country or the entire world. Job is

never secured, quality work is. Campus placements, job guarantees, inherited wealth and

businesses are not sustainable if one does not have human values and skill. The entanglement

and mechanism of life and the universe is in such a manner that right effort with a happy mind

attracts success.

10/30/2017

20 Ages 21-29 Female Quora Merged Success is earning a living by making the world a better

place. Success is enjoying what you do and having others benefit from that. Success is making

money while being authentically you. Success is a warm bed. Success is affording this month’s

rent. Success is putting food on the table. Success is a face lick from your dopey dog. Success is

watching the sunset with a glass of wine. Success is fighting your way out of a corner. Success is

standing up for what’s right. Success is completing an honest day’s work. Success is affording to

treat your loved ones to a coffee or a meal. Success is treating yourself to your favourite coffee or

meal. Success is determining that you have enough. Success is helping others reach their enough.

Success is lending your time, energy and attention to others. Success is doing the right thing

because it’s the right thing. Success is living life on your terms.

4/10/2018
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21 Male Quora Merged Success means becoming better day after day and feeling good about it.

You need to understand why you are doing what you are doing. Be absolutely clear about it. Then,

contemplate about what being successful means to you. Success mean different thing to different

people. Because what you feel as average could be something great for someone else or vice

versa. It's all relative. Key thing to note is whether you are getting better at what you are doing.

Even if the improvement is small, that means you are moving forward. And that's true success to

feel happy about it, to see yourself with respect and pride every single day.

7/29/2017

22 Ages 40-49 Male Quora Merged Success is not becoming the richest person or being a

celebrity. It is not about wealth or physical acquisitions and not about gaining knowledge either.

Success depends on how one defines their life. When a person reaches a high in a particular field

but lacks in other areas, he may be successful in one field but not as a person. A person who

understands all his responsibilities, makes reasonable efforts to fulfill them, is satisfied with what

he achieves after reasonable efforts and who realises that this birth is a unique opportunity to

improve his character and is constantly working towards it even while fulfilling his wordly

responsibilities is actually performing his role ideally. After one performs his role and when he

departs, how well he is received by GOD defines how successful his life was….

10/26/2017

23 Quora Merged Everyone has their own meaning to success!! For some it is having i phones, girl

friends and going for shopping in big malls. For some its to outshine their so called friends in terms

of clothes or other stuff. For some it is to achieve their goals in life. For some it is to prove

themselve to the whole world and make their own identity. For some it is to make their parents

proud of them and want to bring a wide smile on their faces :-D. Now you have to decide which

one is your. :-D

10/30/2016

24 Quora Merged “Success is the natural outcome of smart work with persistent efforts. ”After

setting the target of life these important tips are very necessry: Passionate effort. Persistence

100%contribution Learning from the mistakes Ready for any outcome Positive attitude Problem

solving skills Learning thirst to acquire knowledge regarding the target Soft interaction with fellow

beings Humbleness and honesty Constant perservence With the grace of God,I will achieve my

goal,always keep in mind. If you can’t get success initialy,don’t get disheartened. May be God has

some other better plan for you. These are not new things to say,but somethings are universal and

never change.Follow these points respectively,you will flourish soon. GOD BLESS YOU!

7/27/2017

25 Ages 21-29 Male Quora Merged Success is different for everyone but true success, atleast

for me, is when you succeed at something coming out of your lesser self. Now, how do you define

lesser self? Lesser self is mostly thought of as being self centred. Actually, lesser self means you,

your parents, your family, your neighbours and your friends and all the people whom you interact

with directly. So when you start doing something keeping in mind the happiness and security of

people with whom you dont directly interact, that is when you break out of your lesser self and

enter the larger self zone. So find yourself an incentive for succeeding at something for your larger

self and win and you’ll be successful not only in your eyes but in the eyes of millions of people by

touching their lives. All the best! Cheers! :)

1/12/2017

26 Ages 60 or older Male Quora Merged To me, one is a success when one achieves one’s

purpose in life. First, one must find/define a purpose for oneself. One’s purpose could be to

become the next Winston Churchill, or the next Steve Jobs, or this century’s Mozart. For me, I

have described my purpose in Steve Alexander's answer to What is life about? Another’s purpose

might be to conceive and raise a family of children to the point where they are able to stand on

their own and be happy. It might be to find another and make his/her life easier and blessed with

love, even though that means effort and sacrifice on one’s own part. It might be to bring literacy to

as many of the illiterate as possible in one working lifetime. Whatever the purpose in life one finds

for one’s self, achieving it is success. So, find a purpose for your life and set about achieving it.

Actually, I think I’ll revise my answer and say that having worked as diligently and conscientiously

as one can in one’s pursuit of one’s purpose is having succeeded, irrespective of achievement.

7/24/2017
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27 Ages 21-29 Male Quora Merged Perhaps "Success is spending the majority of my time

focused on work or tasks that are fulfilling, leveraging my Zone of Genius, maximizing my potential

and helping other people in a meaningful way while providing the freedom, lifestyle and

experiences that I desire" We spend a lot of time observing the success of others, seeking

inspiration into how we can achieve our own. Someone has a successful startup, so perhaps we

should start our own. Another person is living the life by making a lot of money, so maybe if we

earn more, we can do it too. A co-worker is racing through promotions, so we should push

ourselves harder than is sustainable to get promoted as soon as possible. It’s a never-ending race,

and one that won’t get us anywhere if we are blindly competing without purpose. The grass is

always greener on the other side, and when we fall into this pattern, we risk believing that we will

find fulfillment walking someone else’s path. Other people’s success should not be a

measurement of our own. What makes someone successful or happy is not necessarily aligned

with what we do best. We have to live up to our own individual potential, and to do that, we need to

properly define what that means for us. secret to success is: define it. If we set our own standards

for success, and follow them, then we are successful. It’s that plain and simple.

9/29/2017
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28 Ages 21-29 Male Quora Merged 1 Success is giving it everything you have and doing your

best, and having satisfaction at the end of the day that you have done that. How you respond to

failure is also a measure of success. Being willing to take a risk, learn from the result, and being

wise enough to correct your path shows character. As to how I measure up to that, I face each day

with a positive attitude and I do my best to do it better today than I did it yesterday. Continual

learning and improvement are daily objectives 2 "I define success as having a job that you enjoy

and enables you financially, a spouse and family that loves and cares for you, children that make

you proud by who they are and what they do, having the freedom to worship a loving God, and

being able to contribute to the betterment of your fellow man. I am so blessed 3 Success: Success

(the opposite of failure) is the status of having achieved and accomplished an aim or objective.

Being successful means the achievement of desired visions and planned goals. Furthermore,

success can be a certain social status that describes a prosperous person that could also have

gained fame for its favorable outcome. The dictionary describes success as the following:

“attaining wealth, prosperity and/or fame”.How to define success in life?The only person that can

answer the question above is you. I am neither able nor willing to prescribe the ultimate definition

of success, as this is not possible. Every person is thinking differently about being prosperous in

life and is defining success in another way, so there can’t exist a definition that is suitable for all. It

is very important that you know exactly how to define success in life! Make yourself aware what

accomplishment, success, and prosperity in general means to you in your life. Some might define

success as having luxurious cars and a huge mansion, whereas others consider a life full of joy

and happiness with their family as the true meaning of success. Once you have figured out what is

important for you personally you are able to focus on your visions and goals. The meaning of

successOne of the most important key steps to achieving success in life is to know the meaning of

success for your personal life. The true meaning of success goes far beyond the common

definitions of success, such as having a lot of money, being wealthy, having a lot of tangibles and

earned degrees. Quite the opposite: true success in life cannot be measured with the above-

named factors, but instead with the amount of people that are able to live a better and more

advanced life because of what you created. This is the meaning of success. Not the trophies

people are collecting in their lives. Media and society let us often conclude that living a successful

life means to be extraordinarily wealthy and have a lot of tangibles. But the meaning of success is

to live a happy life and to make this world a better place for http://everyone.Is a fancy sports car

really the definition of success? Definition of failureThe opposite of success is failure as it means to

fail while trying to achieve aims or objectives. Besides this regular definition of failure, it also can

be said that even wealthy and successful persons fail in their lives. Just think about the rich and

famous and all their scandals, addictions and suicides. All of them were extraordinary persons but

a lot of them were also extremely unhappy with their lives and were not able to see the meaning of

success. Wealth cannot be defined with money, but instead with values in your life that make you

a happy person, such as friendship, relationships, and your family .The difference between

accomplishment and success: Accomplishment is often associated with success, but it is not the

same. Accomplishment refers to the results we desire when we attempt to reach specific goals.

Basically it is the results that we plan or expect to occur. Success is the positive consequence or

outcome of an achieved accomplishment. The definition of accomplishment Accomplishment can

be seen as the process to become successful and with every accomplished goal you take a step

towards prosperity and a life full of success. How to achieve success in life?The process of

becoming successful starts with elaborated goal settingDefine a strategy and a plan how you

intend to reach your goals, aims, and visionsKeep in mind that success is the consequence of

having earned a series of accomplishments, so make sure to divide your goals into easier to reach

subgoals Success quotes:In the following, I have found some very inspiring and motivating quotes

that shall accompany you on your journey to achieve happiness. Action is the foundational key to

all success. ~ Pablo Picasso Always bear in mind that your own resolution to succeed is more

important than any other. ~ Abraham Lincoln Defeat is not the worst of failures. Not to have tried is

the true failure. ~ George Edward WoodberryDiscipline is the bridge between goals and

accomplishment. ~ Jim Rohn Keep in mind the meaning of success and always try to remember

how to define success in life, so that you will be able to live a life full of happiness and joy.

6/9/2017

29 Ages 50-59 Male Quora Merged My response to the thrust of your question, drawing on

intellectual cues from entrepreneur Paul J Meyer, and also founder of the Success Motivation

Institute, Waco, Texas, USA, whose work has had influenced me substantially since the 70’s:

“Being successful” is best described as the aftermath of one’s progressive realization of pre-

planned, personal and worthwhile goals, covering all the major life dimensions, including:

academic pursuits; career aspirations; mental development; physical health; financial wealth;

family relationships; social networking; recreational ventures; spiritual development;

entrepreneurial side-gigs, if any; Therefore, “success” is essentially a journey, and not a

destination, because life is always a work-in-progress as one traverses the Highway of Life!

11/13/2017
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30 Quora Merged Success: How does one move ahead in life? Refer the graphs. The steeper the

slope of responsibilities, wealth and learnings, the higher the success. Note that the graph

considers only the individual’s responsibilities, wealth and learnings. It does not compare these

parameters with somebody else’s. Success is defined as how much one has moved forward in his

life, and the rate at which he moved ahead in life. The higher the rate, the bigger the success.

9/8/2016

31 Male Quora Merged When people talk about success, they always relate it to work and

profession. So if not that, you'd ask what's success? I work in a distribution firm called KRYFS

Power Components. There was this fabulous personality, Mr. Sanjiv Chhabria. Mr. Sanjiv was

called Einstein of our organization. He left the organization to work with an NGO working for

animals called ‘WORLD FOR ALL'. World for All has saved more than 18k dogs and cats. The

awareness video made by ‘WORLD FOR ALL' Mr. Sanjiv left his job, as a KEY PERSON of our

organization and started working for the lives of Dogs and Cats cause humans can discuss their

problems; But, a mute animal can't. For me he has earned it already and that's what I'd call

success. The ‘few' animals out of the ‘many' rescued animals. Mr. Sanjiv is not only successful, he

is a role model. :)

12/18/2016

32 Ages 40-49 Male Quora Merged The definition of success is plain and simple. Success

means the accomplishment of an aim or purpose. However, most people don’t want to have a

simple definition of anything. They won’t be satisfied if you provide them simple solutions of life.

They are trained to think that life is complicated and you can’t understand it. They are trained to

think that life is difficult and you have to struggle with it. They are trained to think that success is so

difficult that it is achievable. They are trained to think that you can’t be successful unless you meet

the aim set by other people. Success is in your creation and you are the master of your aim and

purpose. If you keep your aim and purpose of life reasonable, you shall always succeed in life.

5/5/2017

33 Male Quora Merged Different people have different definitions of success. For me, Success is

“Constant Self Improvement” with respect to your professional, personal, social and spiritual

journey called Life. Success is not the final product, it is the Process, the Practice, the hardwork,

the struggle, the lessons you learned, the it's far better and satisfying than just reaching a goal and

staying there forever. Your struggle determines your future. So focus on the Process not the

outcome. Anyone who has will, and willing to work hard; his hard times will eventually evaporates

leaving behind crystallized lessons of success which be with him till the End.

1/12/2017

34 Male Quora Merged Success is not a straight mind , its crooked and valued. People consider

Hard work = Success but from my point of view the actual success or we can say ultimate

happiness is Hard work + Smart work = Miracles . This is the actual definition of success.

Moreover Selection is directly proportional to success. Its the truth said by Nicola Tesla “ The more

you become smarter the more you become selective “ . Select proper friends, proper activity,

proper habits and proper management. This is how the Definition of success is derived thank you

:)

1/10/2017

35 Ages 21-29 Male Quora Merged Success varies from person to person. Everyone defines

success in their own way. Success to me means setting a goal and a actually achieving it. It can

be any goal. If you want to be fit, you change your diet, hit the gym and starting changing. So that

can make you successful in fitness. Money? Work hard, work smart, improve your mindset, earn a

lot of money. Your success can be raising your children correctly and showing them the right path.

But one does not need to be sucessful, most people aren't. But then again, who are we to judge

that person? He is choosing his own goals. Who do we owe success to anyway? Hope this clears

things up.

1/12/2017

36 Male Quora Merged “Happiness” I want to type a long essay how a rich man is sad in his

mansion while a poor is happy in his hut but the counter agreement is these days is I’ll rather cry

in my ferrari. What I think is if you are crying because of sadness then you have failed at that point

of time. Success is happiness. Seeing your business bloom from a cart to a store. Your child

growing up to be successful Helping people in need Educating yourself and the people around

you. It can be absolutely anything but at the end of the day, you should have smile on your face

saying “today was good day”.

1/12/2017

37 Male Quora Merged According to me, Success is something you can't achieve forever. It come

and goes . Success is achieving Happiness. Every time you are Happy,you succeed. The moment

you get Sad, you fail. Now its up to you ,how to achieve Happiness. Some do by becoming doctor,

some by Engineer. Success is not actually becoming an Engineer, it is the happiness, satisfaction

of becoming one.

10/21/2017
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38 Male Quora Merged Success is not key to happiness Success is not the key to happiness.

Happiness is the key to success. If you love what you are doing, you will be successful. – Albert

Schweitzer Following Your Own Path A successful life is one that is lived through understanding

and pursuing one’s own path, not chasing after the dreams of others. – Chin-Ning Chu Living Each

Moment Life is a succession of moments. To live each one is to succeed. – Corita Kent

Overcoming Obstacles Success is not measured by what a man accomplishes, but by the

opposition he has encountered and the courage with which he has maintained the struggle

against overwhelming odds. – Charles Lindbergh Treating People Well Never lose sight of the fact

that the most important yardstick of your success will be how you treat other people — your family,

friends, and co-workers, and even strangers you meet along the way. – Barbara Bush Excelling in

Multiple Areas of Your Life I believe that being successful means having a balance of success

stories across the many areas of your life. You can’t truly be considered successful in your

business life if your home life is in shambles. – Zig Ziglar Doing Your Best The man who has done

his level best, and who is conscious that he has done his best, is a success, even though the world

may write him down as a failure. – B.C. Forbes Seeking and Finding Love The person who tries to

live alone will not succeed as a human being. His heart withers if it does not answer another heart.

His mind shrinks away if he hears only the echoes of his own thoughts and finds no other

inspiration. – Pearl S. Buck Leaving the World a Better Place What we have done for ourselves

alone dies with us; what we have done for others and the world remains and is immortal. – Albert

Pike Success is Many Things To laugh often and much; To win the respect of intelligent people

and the affection of children; To earn the appreciation of honest critics and endure the betrayal of

false friends; To appreciate beauty, to find the best in others; To leave the world a bit better,

whether by a healthy child, a garden patch or a redeemed social condition; To know even one life

has breathed easier because you have lived. This is to have succeeded. – Bessie Stanley WHAT

DOES SUCCESS MEAN TO YOU? I would love to know what success means to you. Does one of

the above quotes hold a special significance to you? Have I missed any important ingredients in

the potion of success? So….. what is success? :)

5/19/2017

39 Quora Merged “SUCCESS IS ABSOLUTE AND NOT RELATIVE” People usually compare

themselves in their respective fields with people and check whether they are successful or not but

that's wrong and lead to depression . The circumstances underwhich you succeed might be

different from the other so just see yourself whether you are successful or not and not through

comparison. If this is the first time you seen my answer , follow me @Akshat Juneja for more such

stuffs. Peace…

6/27/2017

40 Male Quora Merged Whether or not something is successful is often defined by expectations.

For instance, if a musical artist is accustomed to selling millions of copies of each album, and then

their latest effort sells just a few thousand copies (think: Metallica and Lulu, the album Metallica

recorded in conjunction with Lou Reed) that would be considered a spectacular failure.

6/6/2017

41 Ages 21-29 Male Quora Merged I believe in two conditions for the success in life. There

should be a fixed starting line There should be a fixed ending line. From my view, both are lies.

The truth is Life is a kind of race where everyone is not standing at the same starting line. i.e.,

Starting is different for everyone. Finishing line is also different for everyone. Then, What is

Success? Basically our success is defined by the distance covered from our starting point. If at

any moment we would like to know how successful we are, do this: Turn around and see how far

we have come. Let me reinforce what I am saying with a small example A well respected teacher,

whose father used to work as a manual scavenger, is more successful than the CEO of the

company who got it in inheritance, apart from money and power. Thanks

1/10/2017

42 Quora Merged Hello, In science we define success as completion of an event as expected.

Same definition shall hold true for life as well. But, many of us make the mistake of assuming that

life is a single event. No, it is not. Life is made up of unlimited number of events. The first being our

birth and the last being our death. In between, there lies many events. Some of them go as

expected and some of them not. Now, if we talk about success in career, it is also a part of the

same theory. From the first day on your job to the day you retire, you face hundreds of events and

thousands of opportunities. You can’t expect to succeed in all. However, if you manage to succeed

in most of them, some people will start calling you a successful man. Thank You.

12/18/2016

43 Male Quora Merged Academic succes- Scoring best marks throughout school or college.

Professional success- Meeting set goals within deadline or when your boss promote you. Societal

success- Having 6 digit monthly income, 2BHK house, a virgin wife from the same caste. Real

success- Realizing all the above successes cannot decide how successful you are.

8/18/2017
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44 Ages 40-49 Male Quora Merged For me it is simple. When I do not give up anything that I am

doing and in a process what I get is my success. Success is not like a banyan tree which is more

protective and rooted every aspects.Even banyan tree is a success nothing grow under it's

shadow. For me success is when you are doing your job or task ,you impact many lives and

others grow along with you( not under you).

8/11/2018

45 Male Quora Merged Success is not a materialistic thing which you can see but it could only be

felt. It varies from person to person , it could be to stand on legs for a baby …to… break the record

of bolt for athlete, from learning 1–10 to some or completing Phd in maths to some. But the soul of

every “success” irrespective of situation, is the sense of accomplishment , sense of proving

yourself worth of the circumstances your life has put you in or the game you have chosen. 1)That

feel is trancendental which creates a constant hunger in a person to have “ it ” at any cost. 2)It is

the mother of various attributes in a person like commitment , dedication, sincerity towards

procedure, detachment from bad indulgence, perseverance etc 3) It is the main route which results

in greatness ,perfection and work of world class in the person who is intelligently obsessed with

success.

12/19/2016

46 Quora Merged Definition of success according to me : Work : Doing the work that you enjoy

Money: Have enough money to live comfortably Relationships: Have a good life partner who loves

you and accepts you as you are. Have a good relationship with your parents. Experiences: Have

travelled to enough places. Tasted different kinds of food. Knowledge: Read enough books to have

an overview of human knowledge so far As you can see many of these are subjective. Also they

need some amount of luck to achieve.

4/29/2017

47 Ages 21-29 Female Quora Merged Being successful on personal level according to me is

achieving what ever you have worked hard for. As there is no end to human desires hence a

person can not be successfull in one go .One gets success in installments, sometimes big

sometimes small. Category of success varies from person to person. For some success is

becoming millionare, for some it's personal development, for some it's internal peace and the list

goes on and on. For me being successful is increasing your life status on whole that is achieving

those things which you wished for and being satisfied with what you have made out of your life so

that when lie on your death bed you give a sigh and say that your living wasn't a waste.. :-)

7/9/2017

48 Female Quora Merged SUCCESS? Well success is something which you put your boundaries

till. If you think that you want to achieve 25/30 marks and you get that much then for you, you are

successful! Success is different for different people. Success is achieving a thought or a goal.

Success does nkt have to be big haha! If you think you want to hav3 pani puri or pakoda, and you

have it? Yes my friend! You are successful! Always keep motivating yourself with same successes

of your life because success is not a word it is a feeling! Feeling of satisfaction, happiness and

positivity!

9/20/2016

49 Ages 21-29 Female Quora Merged Simply,Success means ,that when you want to go for a

trip and you have enough money then you are success in your life. Other point of you if you self

satisfied with honesty in your work then you are successful person. I belive that success means

not only to become celebrity or you should have more money or power. It dosen’t matter whether

you are celenrity or not. Success means, you should have enough money to full fill your dream.

Here i am not talking about big success. I am just telling you for our general routine life.

4/20/2017

50 Male Quora Merged It relies on how you define success yourself. If your definition is

materialistic I would assume it would be based roughly on how much wealth you accumulate. If it

is not then I would then assume it would rely on the accumulation of valuable relationships and

overall human experience (love in some sense). These seem to be the two extremes on the

spectrum so my answer would be a fair median between the two. Enough wealth to live

comfortably, yet enough valuable life experience and love to remain content in life. Somewhere

roughly along those lines would be my definition of success in a broad statement.

5/2/2018

51 Quora Merged Ahaan success. For me success is- Being happy in your own skin. No regrets of

your decisions. Being able to inspire someone. Making your parents proud. Having a loving family.

Simply accepting your every flaw. Making your dream, a reality. A job you love. Trying your heart

out. Being me.

12/27/2016

52 Female Quora Merged Success in loose terms is achieving something for which you've worked.

More personally, each person defines their own success. Success to a teacher will not look the

same as success for a pro golfer, etc.

9/13/2016

53 Ages 21-29 Male Quora Merged Everybody should pretty much have their own definition of

success. That’s when everyone would be truly happy. For me, from the moment I wake up till the

moment I sleep, being able to do whatever I want to do is success.

1/10/2017
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54 Ages 40-49 Male Quora Merged First you have to have a goal. Without a goal, there is no

success. If your goal is to get your kid to soccer practice on time, and you are able to accomplish

that task, you have achieved success, at least in that area. If being successful is having a

wonderful close family, make that a goal. If making a ten million dollars will make you feel

successful, make that a goal. You have to define what will bring you true happiness and make that

your priority, set the goal and start working towards that success.

7/24/2017

55 Female Quora Merged “Always be yourself, express yourself, have faith in yourself, do not go

out and look for a successful personality and duplicate it” -Bruce Lee. The meaning of success

varies from person to person. Each of us have different thoughts and goals in life, so there is no

exact definition of success that suits all. It is very important that you know exactly how to define

success in life! Make yourself aware of what accomplishment, success, and prosperity means to

you in your life. For some passing an exam is success, for others it may be buying a car with the

money they have been saving for years, for some success maybe getting a degree and for a few

success may be just being happy! One of the most important key steps to achieving success in life

is to know the meaning of success for your personal life. Always bear in mind that your own

resolution to succeed is more important than any other. ~ Abraham Lincoln

9/19/2016

56 Ages 21-29 Male Quora Merged Every morning you get out of your bed, take a shower and

then off to work, you succeed. For you have beaten your personal best at surviving. For each

moment you keep going on, you're setting up a new record. Money. People. Achievements. Will

come and go, what matters is how far you've made it. Always keep playing, you've to keep beating

your best. (:

7/24/2017

57 Male Quora Merged Find success for yourself by pursuing the things that make you the most

happy. In my own personal life, I define success as having a happy and healthy family, a job I

enjoy, as well as personal hobbies I am passionate about including craft and leather work and

volunteering in the community

7/24/2017

58 Ages 21-29 Male Quora Merged Success is defined differently for different people as their

view towards success differs from person to person. For me it goes this way.. U can say that ur

successful, when u achieve the following 1) when ur friends, relatives, wellwishers come to ur

parents n say PROUDLY that " wat a great son\daughter u have" (HINDI -kya kamaal ka beta/beti

paida kiya hai aapne) (TELUGU - em goppa paapa/babu Ni kannaru miru ) 2) when ur

school/college that u have studied calls u as a chief guest to their school/college events 3) when to

come to a stage where people ask u for autographs and selfies instead of u asking them (HINDI-

jab tum autograph lene ke stage se autograph dene vale stage tak pahunchoge) (TELUGU- nvu

autograph tiskune rojula nunchi autograph iche roju Ki ochinapudu) Then u can proudly say that

YES u really are successful..!! Note: The reason for using other languages apart from English is,

Jo mazaa desi language(since I know nly Hindi and Telugu hence used them nly) mein aata hai

voh mazaa English Mein nahi aayega hamesha.

5/6/2017

59 Female Quora Merged Everyone has their own mindset and milestones to define it. for

someone it is related to pursue a dream or for someone it is related to accomplishment of any

target or for someone it it just satisfaction in life or for someone it is to be happy and thankful in

life. As per the perception which differs from people to people success definition also get differ

from person to person. As it is only up to you that in what you see success a healthy lifestyle or a

posh lifestyle, A life with good job or family or a life with leading some brands or company or living

alone. A person who is happy in what he have along with struggling to compete in the filed or a

person who is happy without any competency and enjoying the current designation.

10/23/2016

60 Male Quora Merged When signatures become autograph. When diary becomes autobiography.

When parents are praised for raising a precious being. When people offer handshakes before you.

When smiles come to you before you could give out. When your morning rises with pleasantness

and sustained throughout the day. When you are willing to see death as precious as birth, now

that your life is complete.

6/24/2017

61 Female Quora Merged Success to me is attaining the education one feels is right for the career

directly or non-directly associated with the job chosen. The achievement of being able to finish any

project is a success. Success is measured by own personal goals and wants, depending on how

far one would like to achieve the kind of satisfaction to be had. Success really is individualistic.

What can make you feel succeeded in one way or the other, is called success. You have it in you,

the feeling of success. That only you know you achieved without having the need for any

validations.

12/18/2016
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62 Ages 40-49 Male Quora Merged As strange as it might seem, success, one of the most

popular concepts in our modern world, is the most difficult thing to understand for many people.

Maybe that would be the main reason for not getting it at all? Maybe because the core definition of

success is so foggy we have a hard time identifying a successful outcome? What is success to

you? What is the final touch that defines a successful lifestyle? If you started to wonder even for a

split of a second about the answer to that question, I bet you have difficulties in enjoying your life. I

know I did. I struggled for years with the socially generated concepts of success and tried a lot of

paths in order to achieve those – sometimes even opposed – states of success. It literally took me

years to understand the core meaning of success. It’s difficult to understand that because most of

the definitions are socially generated and every one of them implies some artificial link between

you and the others. In order to be successful you have to be acknowledged by somebody else.

You need proof and most of the times you need somebody else to tell you that you are a

successful human being. That’s strange. That’s the wrong way, you know, to be told you are

successful, to need external validation processes. Being successful should be something that

comes the other way around: from within. The modern society put such a tremendous pressure on

being popular. Success is often defined by the number of people that have heard about you. Being

known is enough of a success for many people, even if this popularity has no generated value

associated with it.

7/9/2016

63 Male Quora Merged Success is defined through the eyes of the people around you…(i.e. your

society) Satisfaction is defined through your eyes. Happy people strive for satisfaction, not

success. Chase wisely my friend

12/18/2016

64 Male Quora Merged Success to each human being is different for each and there may vary for

various criteria. For me Success comes in 8 differing factors, namely Career, Education, Finance,

Spiritual, Personal Relationships, Family & Love ❤, Egoistic Ideals, and finally Political

Achievements. One has to ask, from the time you started school, where are you now? Have you

progressed from an Intern, going through being supervisor, Assistant Manager, Department

Manager, General Manager, Vice President or Chief Executive Officer? Here we are referring to

the Career Path. Then we must ensure, that from day one in Primary Education, have we progress

forward, going through Secondary education, Polytechnic or Junior College, University, BA or

B.Sc. Degree, Masters or even a Doctorate in Philosophy - Ph.D.? Or Professional qualifications

like Chartered Accountant or Engineer? Other Medical Qualifications? Progress in Educational

Achievements. With progress in Career and Educational achievements, the amount of salary will

also gradually increase as you advance in your advancements in your executive status. The

amount you earn increases from a few thousands to higher levels of monetary rewards, to a few

tens of thousands or even to a few hundreds of thousands or millions. That will account for your

Financial achievements. So with so much Successful progress in your Career, if you have found

suitable Partner, you can get married and start a family. This is your Love and Family building,

which is another achievement. As your Family grows, and now at higher levels of management,

you have more time available to attend to the Spiritual and Religious part of your life. You can join

a congregation, bring your wife and children to learn and contribute to the religious organizations

with finance or your available free time for Charitable activities. So you have progressed from a

young man or woman and becoming a more mature human being. Now having achieved so many

successes', and have so much more Free time in the evenings and on weekends too, you can now

catch up with your ex-school mates, friends and neighbors to develop you Personal Relationships

which were some what neglected when you were younger. So have more frequent meetings,

fishing trips, play Golf or engage in other wholesome activities. Also now with so much wealth,

status and a great Network of individuals, you can start to work on your Personal egoistic desires.

You may even consider going into Politics to Champion some causes or if you aspire to be a office

bearers in Town Councils, Districts, states or even be in the central government officials. If you

can get this far, means that you have been very successful in your Career and your Life's journey.

All these being said, if your idea about Success is different from this, then you just follow your set

Goals, Desires, Aspirations and get on with your Progress through your Strategic Plans, and

Decisive Actions through great Inspirations and own self driven Motivation. I hope that you can see

the advantages of this concept and strategy.

12/18/2016

65 Ages 21-29 Quora Merged Success Every successful person has a person who helps him/her.

Success is not a finishing line, it's just a step to live a wonderful life. It will be given to your hands

after many attempts. Successful in exams is one kind of success. Successful in life is another kind

of success. You need to be successful step by step. In case you try to jump over two or more

steps, you will be injured. DD

10/30/2017
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66 Ages 21-29 Male Quora Merged Success is when you look back at your life and the

memories make you smile. First of all, we must know that life is a journey because of unlimited

motives which we keep on creating one after one. Therefore, ultimate purpose is to make the

journey beautiful.

3/8/2018

67 Male Quora Merged Success can be defined as a time in life, when you can do anything you

want, your family wants & your friends & relative want without worrying that what will happen

tommrow. So start earning money like Warren Buffett , Larry Page etc. , only money & power

makes a person successful nothing else !!

2/8/2017

68 Ages 21-29 Quora Merged Success is defined by amount of happiness you achieve in the work

you do, considering that the work is being loved by the person and can be done with bet on life.

Success= Constant Hustle+ Persistence+ Self Awareness+ Discipline+ Happiness Remember,

success is defined by the way you work. It is shown not in the words but in the results and reality

you create for yourself.

6/6/2017

69 Ages 21-29 Female Quora Merged Success for me is defined as the different extent between

what you were and what you are, it’s not about what you are, but the process you have done to be

who you are now. And one’s success is never the same with another’s one, succeess is typically

unique to each person.

2/8/2017

70 Female Quora Merged As progress. As the realisation that I'm a better, more accomplished

person than I was yesterday. As having to look back on my past, and realising that the problems I

faced haven't been merely setbacks. They have become the foundation for my personal and

mental growth. I define success as an ongoing process of always learning. The day I don't learn

something new is the only day I'm not successful.

2/9/2017

71 Ages 50-59 Female Quora Merged Success can easily be defined with being happy with

yourself. Other people attribute many variables to being successful, but in the end it comes down

to your own personal view of yourself.

2/8/2017

72 Quora Merged Success… It is something which every person aspires for. We can define

success when we get our thing done or aim received. But for some persons it is not only this.

Success means everything for them. If you are one of them, then you can define success as your

ultimate happiness.

12/18/2016

73 Ages 30-39 Male Quora Merged Set yourself some goals in life - the things you really want to

achieve. When you have achieved all of those goals then you might consider that you have been

successful. Though often, successful people then set more goals for themselves to achieve.

Remember to including things that make you happy and give you a sense of fulfillment in your life.

You might also want to reflect on wisdom.

6/24/2017

74 Ages 21-29 Male Quora Merged Set your end result for the task you want to complete.. Now

divide it in smaller parts and set a timeline for each of these short work parts.. Now strictly try to

complete them with in the Scheduled time with a certain level of presicion say 95% of the

targeted…if you are able to achieve this for these short term goals you are about to be

successful.. And if you maintain this for entire set of small goals as planned you will definitely be

successful for that long term goal…but take cushion for the future risk and unexpected breaks

while setting for the goal..

5/2/2018

75 Ages 21-29 Male Quora Merged Success defines your value to which people get

attention,follow you ,respect you. For example, if you are successful doctor, you don't need to join

big institution. Even at heights of himalayas where ever you are,people will follow you. Because

they thinks that you can make difference.

12/18/2016

76 Ages 30-39 Male Quora Merged I wouldn't determine success as a graphical upward moving

chart on where I was and where currently I am now. Say it on any aspect economically or

emotionally. Success is when you draft in the same respect and dignity towards the people around

you right from the low to highest point of your life. Success is when you still don't find it difficult to

sleep in your mom's lap. However would end this note stating success is pretty individualistic

depends on what means the most to a person he will define his success. Thank you

12/18/2016

77 Ages 21-29 Female Quora Merged Success is constantly putting in your energies to make

things happen. Conspiracy of universe to bow down in front of your energy. Success is falling 7

times and getting up eighth time. Unwavering concentration and stillness of mind. Success then

will be all yours.

12/18/2016
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78 Quora Merged I do believe in equanimity. If you don't feel anything after success or failure; In

fact if you are doing something without caring about failure or success, means you are equanimic.

If possible, go for it. Its called GyanYog in Gita.

9/19/2016

79 Ages 40-49 Male Quora Merged I think a very good measure of being successful is being

happy. Whatever people say about other measures like position, wealth, health, relationships or

anything but at the end of having all these if they are not happy, there is no fun in having all that.

7/24/2017

80 Ages 21-29 Male Quora Merged Success would be defined as you reaching your end goal in

life, for instance; starting a business; being a scientist, or any other career of your choice, and how

much money. Depending on your goal, that is when successfulness is reached.

5/2/2018

81 Male Quora Merged Being able to achieve a target or goal. So if you are setting a huge target

or an impossible goal. You wont likely happen to be success. But if you focus on daily small

achievable target everyday, you can be successful all the time

2/8/2017

82 Ages 50-59 Male Quora Merged A culmination of experiences, moments, opportunities and

failures that give you the courage to get up when knocked down, keep going when you’re tired and

the spirit to try, try again.

8/27/2016

83 Female Quora Merged Success is a personal accomplishment and unending journey. It can be

battling obesity, battling homophobic remarks,being able to reach out, being capable to smile

again after years of battling depression is success to me. And to do it again and to help out and

save lives, that's success to me

12/18/2016

84 Ages 40-49 Male Quora Merged Success is less the end of a single achievement and more a

culmination of enough experiences both good and bad to roadmap a strategy of sustained growth

toward your personal goals.

12/18/2016

85 Ages 30-39 Male Quora Merged Success overall is having a life — rich in every aspect —

that I can look forward to living as I wake up every morning. If I’m diligently working towards that

then it’s success in progress.

9/13/2016

86 Ages 30-39 Male Quora Single Not being dead and having enough resources, fitness and

time to enjoy not being dead!

1/19/2018

87 Ages 21-29 Male Quora Single Looking back at my life at my deathbed and knowing that I

have had no regrets in life. That I managed to life my life according to my most scared values and

that I achieved the goals that I've wanted to achieve.

1/19/2018

88 Ages 50-59 Female Quora Single I’m successful when I remember to come from love in as

many moments as possible. I’m successful when I do onto others as I want them to do unto me. I

am successful when I can show my family /friends that I love them and yet also treat strangers with

the same kindness.

1/23/2018

89 Ages 21-29 Male Quora Single So, I write, like, books and stuff. I’d like to make the equivalent

of a minimum wage job from what I write. So what, like 18k a year? That’d be neat.

1/19/2018

90 Ages 21-29 Male Quora Single There was a man who who was millionaire but he never got

love of his father, and there was a man who was poor but he got love of his father. For me both

are poor. Success is when the expectation ends. The lust comes in different forms, sometimes to

impress others and sometimes to make our enemy jealous. Both are wrong. True success is when

you are fulfilled, you are complacent about your own choice. Whether you earn $100000 a month

or whether you earn $0, you should feel okay, like stoic Diogenes once told to Alexander when

asked about what he want, he replied, “you are blocking my sun, get away from the path.” That's

true success.

1/25/2018

91 Male Quora Single Simple answer, to me… As long as I don't do anything that hurts people

intentionally and I'm able to live within my means and my children grow up to be good people as a

result, then I won the game of life. Awards and accolades, promotions and wealth, are all

meaningless.

1/19/2018

92 Ages 21-29 Male Quora Single Success is very hard to define in a single statement. Success

is like connecing all the successive dots to make a picture. Where the dots represent the day to

day challenges one would encounter in their lives and the picture represent the goal/goals

achieved. At the end of the day success is all about how content and happy you are in life.

1/19/2018
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93 Ages 21-29 Female Quora Single Personally, Success for me, would be any point in life from

which when you look back, and see reasons. Pieces falling in their places. All things in the past

somehow making sense. There will be regrets as well as triumphs. But realizing the sum of all

those moments, dark or bright, made you the person you are that day. You do have regrets. But

you would still choose not to have anything changed from the past. As a 19 year old, I'm driven to

think this way considering career, life etc. For someone older, my definitions may seem too

pretentious or too ideal. perhaps it is too ideal. Let's see.

1/19/2018

94 Ages 21-29 Male Quora Single This is what I think success is: Making money off something

you would do for free. For me, it started out as the generic thinking of success - to have a lot of

money and be able to do whatever you want. But as time went on I started to realise that purely

chasing money means you’ll generally end up doing something that makes you unhappy. That

might be a job, long hours, no time off, whatever it may be, if you’re only chasing the money,

you’re probably hating the process. Success needs depth. You need to want to do what you’re

doing in order to get it. Which is why I’ve found out that you need to chase you’re passion.

Something that you love. And you need to be willing to do it for free for a while. Eventually the

money will come. Focus on the process, not the end goal. Hope this helps!

1/19/2018

95 Ages 40-49 Female Quora Single SUCCESS When there is an alignment between your

inside and outside world. I have struggled a lot to establish this alignment between my self and the

outside world. Now my perception has changed and I feel at ease all the time. Best Wishes!

#mamtasharma@miraartofsuccess #motivationalguru

1/19/218

96 Ages 30-39 Male Quora Single For me, success is doing what I want to do with my life. Being

successful is being better than you were before, living your life in a way that you enjoy, which is

productive towards your goals, and being able to share your success with others to help them

become better.

1/19/2018

97 Ages 50-59 Male Quora Single Happiness with the present moment. 1/21/2018

98 Ages 21-29 Male Quora Merged For me, Success is when you achieved or on you way to

achieve something which you dreamt for in your whole life. It can be anything from A to Z anything

. Getting a high paid job only is not the ultimate goal of any kid, there must be something else

which every people want to do except job.

12/20/2016

99 Male Quora Merged You cannot define success no one can. Why? Because success is not

absolute it's relative. It varies from person to person. The question is what success means to you!?

For most of the people success means to find peace. That peace can be found by helping others,

looking at smiling faces of your family and knowing that you are the reason behind it or even

saving a small creature from it's death is success. Success is directly related to happiness. If doing

something gives you happiness then you have succeeded. It's that simple. A farmer happy about

looking at the smiling faces of his family is far more successful than a rich businessman whose

daughter ran away from home and chose to marry someone outside their caste because he

wouldn't allow it. Because the farmer is happy and the businessman is not.

6/11/2018

100 Ages 21-29 Quora Merged The efforts and hardwork you do to overcome the challenges in the

path of your goal/dream is “Success” .. Nothing is more satisfying than achieving a step closer to

your goal..

12/18/2016

101 Male Quora Merged That’s a personal decision. How others define it, as a society, depends on

time-place. For common minds, wealth is a primary factor.

12/18/2016

102 Quora Merged I feel that success is not a thing or a destination that can be defined precisely.

Success is an unending journey. With every achievement of set goal, there is an another goal

calling us from the horizon. So, broadly I can say that success is a path leading to new

achievements and goals that never ends.

1/12/2017

103 Male Quora Merged Success is propagating forward your genetic code while in parallel living in

accordance with your nature. Any deviation towards artificial (office work, processed food, lack of

activity, sun, sky, fresh air; compulsive acquisition of goods) creates issues (sickness,

degradation, frustration and depression). Our nature is social in essence and integrated with our

environment. Unfortunately lately we see it most commonly at the museum. Our social interactions

are virtual and/or shallow while our lives go on inside the concrete and glass cages. Success, in

my view, is an environmentally friendly carpe diem.

12/18/2016

104 Quora Merged Success has no definition. It means different to different people. Some say that if

you are satisfied, then you are successful, but it's not true. What if one is happy doing nothing, will

you call him successful?

12/18/2016
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105 Female Quora Merged Imagine attending your funeral. Imagine you are standing around with

everyone in attendance as they discuss who you were as a person and what you meant to them (

of course they cannot see you.) What do you want them to say about you? Write it down. There

you have your own personal definition of success.

6/24/2017

106 Male Quora Merged To me, Success is more about feeling happy in something where you

have put some hardwork and honest efforts. It’s a joyful thing which makes you feel nice for a long

time.

1/10/2017

107 Quora Merged As my point of view succesful person has set a goal in his life what he/she want to

be in future.After archiveing it we can say that person has achieved success. Success is not

always being measure by money it should be what he/she want to be in his life

5/2/2018

108 Male Quora Merged Success is the word which brings enthusiasm in one's mind when heard,

then a feeling of completion, someone define it by earnings and others by satisfaction but

according to me "success is such place where you are above all codes of society, in pure joyful

essence incompatible and incomparable" no one able to touch your state of mind, which is joyful

and free of competition

1/10/2017

109 Quora Merged Everyone has their own definitions to it. To some success is money To some

success is love To some success is achieving a certain goal To me it can be defined as the state

where a person a feel happy and a little satisfied with what he has blessed with and he changed it

for better.

1/10/2017

110 Male Quora Merged Accomplishing my goal on daily basis, that’s how I define my success. It’s

important to always set your everyday goal in life for you to achieve more than you expected.

2/8/2017

111 Male Quora Merged To me, to get where you want to be is about: Goals, purpose,

achievements and self satisfaction; that means setting achievable goals, have a purpose in this life

mainly for everything, try hard to achieve your goals, then comes the satisfaction and the

enjoyment of having reached that special place in life where, deep in your inner self you know for

sure that you are a successful person.

11/30/2016

112 Ages 21-29 Quora Merged Well everyone got their own definition for success…it is measured

based on our achievement of a particular task(goal)…Some say success is something that gives

us happiness(measured in terms of happiness)…Some say success is result of hard work with full

dedication …and so on… But according to me SUCCESS is that when my signature is converted

into autograph in a positive manner.

9/29/2017

113 Quora Merged You can define success when you have come through all manner of obstacles life

or God if you will has placed in your way a more caring, compassionate, sympathetic man.

Observant, appreciative of learned experiences and above all a more loving individual. I have

accompanied many people on their last leg of life and 99.9% of those told me their greatest regret

was to not have loved their families more and would give up their fortunes just to have loved them

more. Many of them have lost their children and their wives because the loved what the earth had

to give them. Lacking the love of their families they realized that they also missed out on Loving

God and his Son Jesus. I wish you well my friend.

12/18/2016

114 Male Quora Merged Success……..you gave an exam…unfortunately you couldn't clear…but

you become more determined,you learned a lot from that thing and you ensure that you don't

repeat the same mistake again….that is success….there might be something in which you failed

but you don't give up and you try much harder than before….that is success…it might be waking

up early,it might be washing your clothes yourself…. success doesn't necessarily mean academic

or financial success….for me success means taking positive thing out of the negative thing and

getting motivated,gaining momentum to complete that thing…..that is success

12/18/2016

115 Female Quora Merged Success: if you go behind your excellence, success will definitely come

behind you! "Success is not the key to happiness. Happiness is the key to success. If you love

what you are doing, you will be successful."

1/10/2017

116 Male Quora Merged Money Fame Wealth No! Peace Satisfaction Happiness Yes! ☮️ Keep

smiling

5/2/2018

117 Female Quora Merged you find happiness when you are alone 12/18/2016
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118 Male Quora Merged For me success is defined as the fulfillment of concrete, definable goals. If

I am writing a book success may be holding a finished copy in my hands, sharing it with family

members, or perhaps self-publishing. If I am at a company success may be a promotion or

completing a particularly difficult project. I find more peace of mind focusing on these smaller

definitions of success in the varying components of my life. It is difficult to define what success

looks like over a lifetime and even then what happens when I change my mind?

9/13/2017

119 Quora Merged Success to me is when I'm able to quiet the outside world. Until all the noise

comes from within and I make a beautiful symphony of chaos and awe. Where my actions make

since and inspire others.

6/24/2017

120 Quora Merged The freedom to work responsibly, think, express and doing things freely 

following the dictates of enlightened mind and heart - salutations

9/13/2016

121 Ages 18-20 Quora Merged Term “success” is a relative term…….its meaning varies from

person to person……the ultimate success means to achieve what you desire…sometimes even

more than you deserve….

12/18/2016

122 Ages 18-20 Female Quora Merged The work you have wanted to do, finishing in an

appropriate way successfully is called Success.

4/20/2017

123 Male Quora Merged Real success in life means achieving something that after which even if

your everything is lost you won't be upset.

1/12/2017

124 Male Quora Merged Success comes when you are so much tired of not going ahead but start

dragging yourself and fall asleep. Than, Success….

12/18/2016

125 Quora Merged Success is then when you are in complete control of yourself 12/18/2016

126 Male Quora Merged Success is the finding of your purpose in life and walking that path without

getting distracted by the world.

4/30/2017

127 Quora Merged Success is nothing but the next level to satisfaction. If your results shows a thing

than you expected that is success.

12/18/2016

128 Male Quora Merged Success is the achievement of a goal in specified period of time. 1/10/2017

129 Male Quora Merged People think success is getting what you want. But it's also wanting what

you get.

12/18/2016

130 Male Quora Merged Giving it everything you got. And then giving it more. 8/1/2016

131 Male Quora Merged When your heart start beating for others. 12/27/2016

132 Female Quora Merged Success. Big word isn't it? I personally feel that if your present is not

better than your past, you are not successful. I think this should be enough.

12/18/2016

133 Male Quora Merged Success is when you stop caring about anyone's definition of success,

including your own.

4/30/2017

134 Male Quora Merged However you want to define it, it’s up to an individual to pick what success

means to them. Everyone is different.

5/2/2018

135 Quora Merged How many people are influenced by him is the measure 12/27/2016

136 Male Quora Merged Enjoying what you have and getting what you want in your life. 2/8/2017

137 Quora Merged Success is how high you bounce after life knock you down on the ground. 1/10/2017

138 Female Quora Merged I would define successful as someone who works hard and achieves

their goals in life, even if life itself is not so great.

11/13/2017

139 Ages 40-49 Interview Male Being able to raise your family, be happy. That to me is success. 1/24/2018 8:52 AM

140 Ages 17 or younger Female Interview Like accomplishing something? Yeah, I would say

accomplishing something that you put your mind to. Like studying for a test and then passing it.

1/20/2018 3:47 PM

141 Ages 17 or younger Female Interview Um… Being where you want to be in life. Like, it

doesn't matter how like small your goal is it’s just that like if you achieve it, then you succeed it.

1/6/2018 6:05 PM

142 Ages 17 or younger Female Interview Something that you like proud of like of something that

you did. Like something that you proud of.

1/3/2018 3:10 PM

143 Ages 30-39 Interview Male Um… Happy... Happy in life. I guess wealth too if you want price

on it. Makes it easier.

1/22/2018 3:59 PM
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144 Ages 17 or younger Female Interview It means when you reach a goal that you put down. So

if you, as an example, it's like you wanted to get a A in your semester or whatever and then you

did it, you were successful.

1/3/2018 2:59 PM

145 Ages 40-49 Female Interview Success... I believe so success is for some person very smart

and know what they doing. You have to know what you, what exactly you are doing. That is the

most important thing. And then, learning too. From other people, too. And you can become

successful.

1/6/2018 7:35 PM

146 Ages 21-29 Female Interview I guess you could use the word achieving something that you

put as a goal. So, success could be anything, I would think, from a range of something you put

your mind to. Something to kind of... like a passing grade. And you put that and apply to all type

places of life. I would think. You know everyone has their own battles and they fight them how they

can, but the true success would be to when you fall, you don't quit. You don’t give up. You just get

back up and you keep going. And that of in itself I think is successful. Anything you put your mind

to, I think, as long as you’re just still moving. You’re still going forward.

1/16/2018 7:58 PM

147 Ages 30-39 Interview Male Um… I guess multiple ways. Eventually, I mean when you’re an

entrepreneur, there's always like some kind of set goal. And the set goal for myself is, you know, in

the future, work less and have more income, basically. So you do all the work up front. And so, for

me, success would be have more time in the future, have more passive income in the future. And

that way, you can focus on other areas of your life like relationships, with family, and that kind of

stuff, traveling. So, as an entrepreneur, for me, that would be defining happy. I mean I’m happy just

now to not have to drive anywhere in the morning.

1/15/2018 6:47 AM

148 Ages 50-59 Interview Male Hm. Well, I don't think that there's any one thing that success can

be labeled as. There's a cliché that says that success is a journey. So I would say that just like

happiness, success is a state of mind. So at any particular time, you can feel like you're enjoying

success or on your way to success or left success behind. Just like happiness, you can feel happy

today. You might not be happy tomorrow. You're going to be happy tomorrow. You were happy

yesterday. So for me, success is subjective. It really is sort of the perception of the individual. You

can decide that you’re successful. Or you can decide that you’re not successful. For me, I think it's

really not something that can be defined by others around you. You have to decide what the

definition of success is.

2/9/2018 11:24 AM

149 Ages 30-39 Interview Male I would define success as... You know there’s different ways you

can answer that. But, you know, success I guess for every individual would be, you know, what

makes you happy. If you're happy in life, then you're successful. Whatever things you do in your

life, they're going to take you in different directions based on your choices. And if you make good

choices and end up happy in life, that’s success. Happiness is what, you know, life, liberty, and the

pursuit of happiness. That’s what our constitution’s all about. I believe in that. So, I would say

success is about being happy. For some people, it might be how much money you've made or how

many things you've gained along the way, accomplishments. You know, all those things fall into,

are factors into your personal happiness cuz if somebody says I need this to be happy, then

maybe they need to achieve this promotion at work or maybe they need to achieve this level of

income to be happy. But for me, happiness. Success is all about how happy you are. Being happy.

1/18/2018 4:49 PM

150 Ages 21-29 Interview Male Can’t be successful if like.. I put it like this, like as bad as you need

air to breathe, like you gotta like... You just gotta be successful. Like, I don't know how to explain it.

But like if I was to explain it like... You gotta want it. You just gotta want it. You gotta be hungry for

it. Like if you not hungry for it, or you don't go after it, you just not going to get it. But you don't

want to get it too much cuz if you get it too much, you not gonna want it. Like if you get too much

of something, you not going to want it. So make it limited. Get what you want, but make it limited.

So you can actually make it last forever. Like, alright, there’s a quote from this artist. His name is

XXXTentacion. He’s like, he says, like, “If you have too much ice cream, you're not going to want

ice cream. But if you have it, and like it's limited like you have ice cream one day. You don't have it

for two weeks. And then you have it again. And you don't have it for two weeks. And then you

have it again. You’re going to keep wanting it. But if you have it everyday, you’re going to get sick

and tired of it and you’re not going to want it.” So basically, what that means is like make sure you

get it, but make sure it’s limited so you can make it last forever.

1/5/2018 2:24 PM
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151 Ages 18-20 Female Interview Living a successful life. For me, personally, I see it in

relationships in my life. I want to… It’s like almost like a dream of mine. To live a fulfilling life, with

people who deeply care about you and you care about them and you love them and they are there

for you and it's just like you're both pursuing something great. Sister, Mom, Dad, friendships,

mentorships, relationships, like a spouse or significant other. Any contact with human beings like

you just want to be the best. That's a part of a successful life, to me, like having great

relationships, in every aspect of life. If you have a great marriage, but your relationships with your

friends are nonexistent or terrible or bland, there’s an imbalance there. It’s not right. So, apart from

relationships, living a successful life, I believe, like kind of tie into what my shirt means. Is living a

lifestyle where you're not controlled by like menial things like money or time, you know, or a boss.

Living a successful life means that you, as a good person, you are doing something great with

your time. Whatever you want. Living in abundance and impacting people and sharing your story

and changing lives. Like that would be just... I would feel so successful. Obviously, that comes

with wealth and making money. Like, that’s just a part of it. There’s no number value on what

successful means. You know what I mean? It's like that those aspects will come and then the

money just like follows, however much, whatever vehicle you use or industry you’re in. Jobs are

optional. ;)

1/5/2018 2:07 PM

152 Ages 30-39 Interview Male Success means happiness to me. Happiness with myself and my

life, my family. Not necessarily monetary thing. That's not success, to me. That's an added bonus.

But the happiness of my own life and my friends and family around me. Just being happy.

1/6/2018 5:42 PM

153 Ages 50-59 Interview Male Success means to me a balance of your own personal being. Your

close relationships with the people that, you know, your family, your immediate friends. The

contributions that you make to the groups that you're sociated with, be it with work, religious

groups, any kind of different groups that you have. Your overall contribution that you have to

mankind, as a steward and pilot.

1/5/2018 11:40 AM

154 Ages 21-29 Interview Male I would define success as reaching a goal that makes you happy

in life. No other if it's small or big as long as you reach a goal. I think success can be in big or little

form. Depends on how you look at it.

1/19/2018 10:34 AM

155 Ages 21-29 Female Interview I feel like success is the.. it's the progressive realization of a

worthwhile dream or goal and I mean that as in like you continuously find out what success really

is the more you pursue what you're going after like that is success is like being in the pursuit of

something.

1/23/2018 3:24 PM

156 Ages 21-29 Female Interview I would say, in my own opinion, success would be fulfilling my

life goals and getting to where I want to be. Getting where you want to be in life.

1/24/2018 1:00 PM

157 Ages 21-29 Interview Male I would define success by how happy you are. By happiness.

Overall day to day, waking up happy, going to sleep happy. Going throughout your day happy.

1/13/2018 8:52 PM
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158 Ages 21-29 Interview Male That seems to always change for me. So, when I was younger,

like in college, whatnot, I always wanted to be this like hedge fund manager. Like I wanted to

manage like billions and I wanted to go to New York and like make a name for myself and I wanted

to like I don’t know you know be interviewed by Bloomberg. I wanted to be interviewed by CNBC. I

wanted to be on there and be a talking head. And I wanted to just work on those, you know,

amazing high-rises looking over Central Park and... I mean that’s what I envisioned. To me, that’s

what success was, like, you know. To me, like to put a dent on the universe, so they say. It's to me

that's what it meant. And, that’s what I pursued for like a long time and I got pretty far. Got pretty

far. I did end up in those buildings. I ended up managing hundred of millions of dollars. I did end

up being interviewed. I ended up you know like yeah a lot of stars did lineup and amazing things

did happen in pursuit of that but, I also lost so much in pursuit of that. Right? I mean if someone

asked me, I mean, do you want me to be super honest with these things like questions I mean

why not? When I say like I lost so much as a result is because I neglected so many things. Like

there’s always… Nothing’s ever like perfect or rosie right? As much as I wanted these things, it

comes at a cost right? I was kind of slave to it. It’s all I consumed and it’s all I ever pursued and

wanted and... There's a funny picture I mean meme that I saw the other day. It was a couple lying

side-by-side and their backs were turned. Their backs were turned so they were both facing the

outside. And the woman was saying to herself, “oh my God he's thinking about other women.” And

then this guy was not thinking about other women. But there was you know those thought

bubbles? Yeah it was him thinking about bitcoin, cryptocurrencies, and stocks. You get what I’m

saying? I think that was my life for a very long time. Like even in relationships, even in whatnot it

was always, “Yeah, like I’m living with you. I tell you I love you. I tell you I’m in this. I’m in it for the

long haul.” But my mind was always gravitated towards those things that are always changing and

fast moving. And that was me. That was exactly me. I actually saw that like two days ago and I had

to really stop and I was like man I can so relate to this but yeah so that was me. Because to me

success, I thought that was the price you pay. And I thought that was required of me. That exact

thing. That exactly was required of me. But now I realize, now that I’ve attained it and had it and

pursued what and actually do the things that I’ve always dreamed of when I was in high school or

college. I realized that a lot of that is kind of trivial. I know it's so cliché but it is so trivial. And I'm

just fortunate that, I’m thankful that people that I realize that early. I mean 29 is not grossly young

but still young enough. And so, now the definition of success is, again it seems so cliché, but I

guess it is true. I want to build... I want to have more anchors in my life. And that anchor being for

so many years I guess I kind of moved around a lot, in pursuit of those dreams and passion. But

now, I want to settle down to a place where I want to stay for a long time. And that would mean

anchors that would stick, keep me there. And that would mean, I don't know just I guess getting

married, whatnot or having, finding somebody, having kids. You know. I wanna have three kids, I

guess. Now, to me, those are the definitions of success now. That’s what I’m trying to get at, yeah.

So, it has changed a lot. Yeah, that’s what I want to pursue next. Yeah, in life, yeah. Now that I

have the other thing, that would be success. Ok, so if you asked, three years from now. The

definition of success three years from now, knowing where I’m going to stay for the next ten years.

But with that said, having someone in my life and expecting a kid. That would be a success, yeah.

I’ll be 32. Yeah, oops. Yeah, hah.

1/7/2018 12:47 PM

159 Reddit Total control of your time. No alarm clock, meetings, schedule at all to set your day except

your current desire.

1/19/2018 12:14 PM

160 Reddit Finish line behind me, blue shell above me. 1/19/2018 11:48 AM

161 Reddit Waking up in the morning without being miserable. 1/19/2018 11:48 AM

162 Reddit Setting a goal and achieving it. 1/19/2018 11:52 AM

163 Reddit Friends, family, faith, firearms, freedom. 1/19/2018 12:11 PM

164 Reddit When something you wish, becomes reality 1/19/2018 11:52 AM

165 Reddit Being happy. 1/19/2018 12:00 PM

166 Reddit Any variation in the current state of my existence. 1/19/2018 11:57 AM

167 Reddit Being happy and content with my life. 1/19/2018 11:53 AM

168 Ages 30-39 Benchmark Male Doing what you enjoy And enjoying what you do 2/9/2018 4:10 PM

169 Ages 40-49 Benchmark Male Having the luxury of being left alone 2/9/2018 3:25 PM

170 Ages 17 or younger Benchmark Male Good 2/9/2018 4:11 PM

171 Ages 18-20 Benchmark Male Baloney 2/9/2018 4:27 PM
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172 Ages 30-39 Benchmark Male A relationship with Jesus 2/9/2018 4:33 PM

173 Ages 30-39 Benchmark Male Money and happiness. 2/9/2018 3:16 PM

174 Ages 21-29 Benchmark Male Achieving one's overall aim 2/9/2018 4:15 PM

175 Ages 21-29 Benchmark Male Fulfilling the plan the Creator has for my life. 2/9/2018 3:18 PM

176 Ages 40-49 Benchmark Male Happy with life and able to afford to do the things you wish. 2/9/2018 5:07 PM

177 Ages 21-29 Benchmark Male Being able to earn enough to not worry about bills everyday. 2/9/2018 3:19 PM

178 Ages 40-49 Benchmark Male Reaching your goals 2/9/2018 6:10 PM

179 Ages 21-29 Benchmark Male Completion of something 2/9/2018 6:43 PM

180 Ages 21-29 Benchmark Male Success lies in you... Only you can make yourself successfull 2/9/2018 6:49 PM

181 Ages 18-20 Benchmark Male information technology 2/9/2018 3:09 PM

182 Ages 21-29 Benchmark Male Seeing the rewarding outcome 2/9/2018 6:57 PM

183 Ages 21-29 Benchmark Male Completing a task assigned to you. 2/9/2018 2:39 PM

184 Ages 21-29 Benchmark Male Work Hard Be focus be a fast learner. Try to be good in

everything I am doing in life.

2/9/2018 7:17 PM

185 Ages 30-39 Benchmark Male Happiness 2/9/2018 7:42 PM

186 Ages 21-29 Benchmark Male The amount of effort you put into yourself 2/9/2018 2:33 PM

187 Ages 18-20 Benchmark Male Achieving your goals 2/9/2018 7:52 PM

188 Ages 21-29 Benchmark Male Being happy and loving what you're doing 2/9/2018 2:19 PM

189 Ages 40-49 Benchmark Male Happiness 2/9/2018 8:02 PM

190 Ages 18-20 Benchmark Male Being financially stable. 2/9/2018 7:58 PM

191 Ages 30-39 Benchmark Male setting realistic yet challenging goals and follow through in

meeting them

2/9/2018 2:01 PM

192 Ages 30-39 Benchmark Male with a bottle of tequila 2/9/2018 8:18 PM

193 Ages 30-39 Benchmark Male Satisfaction with goals reached AND effort applied 2/9/2018 1:29 PM

194 Ages 40-49 Benchmark Male $$$$$ 2/9/2018 8:17 PM

195 Ages 18-20 Benchmark Male Able to take care of family 2/9/2018 1:19 PM

196 Ages 21-29 Benchmark Male Going all the way 2/9/2018 8:26 PM

197 Ages 21-29 Benchmark Male Happiness 2/9/2018 1:17 PM

198 Ages 21-29 Benchmark Male accomplishing goals 2/9/2018 8:32 PM

199 Ages 30-39 Benchmark Male To accomplish your dreams 2/9/2018 9:53 PM

200 Ages 40-49 Benchmark Male Successful 2/9/2018 12:42 PM

201 Ages 30-39 Benchmark Male Returning with the certainty you tried to ultimately tried your

best in all aspects of your life no matter the trials and tribulations along the way. And having being

surrounded by a wife and loved ones till the end. "THE PURSUIT OF HAPPINESS" is the meaning

of life is it not?

2/9/2018 9:53 PM

202 Ages 40-49 Benchmark Male Good 2/9/2018 11:37 AM

203 Ages 30-39 Benchmark Male Financially prosperous with less harassment worriments; has

healthy social relationships, that do not have to feel discredited with anxiety that makes you feel to

hidden surrounded by secrets. Happiness that is smooth and easy.

2/9/2018 10:14 PM

204 Ages 30-39 Benchmark Male Glorifying God 2/9/2018 11:38 AM

205 Ages 30-39 Benchmark Male Doing what makes you happy 2/9/2018 10:47 PM

206 Ages 40-49 Benchmark Male Complete satisfaction with one's life 2/9/2018 10:46 AM

207 Ages 18-20 Benchmark Male Financial and mental standing 2/9/2018 11:18 AM
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208 Ages 21-29 Benchmark Male That's a very loaded question. I would say by how financially

stable you can be and not being greedy.

2/9/2018 10:58 AM

209 Ages 30-39 Benchmark Male Attaining ultimate satisfaction in one's life endeavors 2/9/2018 10:26 AM

210 Ages 18-20 Benchmark Male Enjoying your own life with what you have 2/9/2018 10:50 AM

211 Ages 60 or older Benchmark Male intelligence 2/9/2018 10:28 AM

212 Ages 18-20 Benchmark Male successful marriage and children 2/9/2018 10:21 AM

213 Ages 60 or older Benchmark Male having enough to make sure my family is well fed, clothed

and looked after health wise

2/9/2018 10:04 AM

214 Ages 30-39 Benchmark Female Hard working 2/9/2018 10:10 AM

215 Ages 60 or older Benchmark Male doing all you can do to make things run smoothly 2/9/2018 10:09 AM

216 Ages 17 or younger Benchmark Male Tirisa 2/9/2018 10:14 AM

217 Ages 60 or older Benchmark Male Happiness, fulfilled feeling 2/9/2018 10:02 AM

218 Ages 60 or older Benchmark Male A personal sense of satisfaction or fulfillment around a task

or a goal.

2/9/2018 9:59 AM

219 Ages 40-49 Benchmark Male Happiness 2/9/2018 10:04 AM

220 Ages 50-59 Benchmark Male A happy home and work life 2/9/2018 9:57 AM

221 Ages 50-59 Benchmark Male Security and comfort 2/9/2018 9:49 AM

222 Ages 50-59 Benchmark Male Achieving goals without killing yourself in the process 2/9/2018 9:42 AM

223 Ages 30-39 Benchmark Male Completing goals set for yourself & being happy with yourself. 2/9/2018 9:00 AM

224 Ages 60 or older Benchmark Male Time and money to vacation as we want 2/9/2018 9:55 AM

225 Ages 60 or older Benchmark Male I have what I need for my family and myself, not what I

want. And I'm happy.

2/9/2018 9:38 AM

226 Ages 60 or older Benchmark Male Creating a legacy of socially concerned children. 2/9/2018 9:36 AM

227 Ages 60 or older Benchmark Male Financial security 2/9/2018 9:33 AM

228 Ages 50-59 Benchmark Male Doing all to the glory of God. 2/9/2018 8:59 AM

229 Ages 50-59 Benchmark Male Support family 2/9/2018 9:10 AM

230 Ages 50-59 Benchmark Female self supporting and enjoying what you do 2/9/2018 8:55 AM

231 Ages 40-49 Benchmark Male Making an honest living. Make sure I have food on the table

and a roof over my head with all my bills being paid

2/9/2018 8:47 AM

232 Ages 60 or older Benchmark Male happy, healthy, being loved, few worries 2/9/2018 8:29 AM

233 Ages 60 or older Benchmark Male Not giving up on one's chosen profession 2/9/2018 8:22 AM

234 Ages 40-49 Benchmark Male I have no idea 2/9/2018 8:23 AM

235 Ages 40-49 Benchmark Male Being able to provide for one's family and having a career that

provides satisfaction

2/9/2018 8:17 AM

236 Ages 60 or older Benchmark Male able to do what you want when you want to 2/9/2018 8:15 AM

237 Ages 60 or older Benchmark Male Being happy with one's life. 2/9/2018 8:06 AM

238 Ages 60 or older Benchmark Male Satisfactory 2/9/2018 7:58 AM

239 Ages 21-29 Benchmark Male Everything in life having an order 2/9/2018 8:06 AM

240 Ages 60 or older Benchmark Male being happy with your life 2/9/2018 7:59 AM

241 Ages 40-49 Benchmark Male Being financially and professionally stable owning a home of

your home and debt free

2/9/2018 7:36 AM

242 Ages 60 or older Benchmark Male live comfortably and enjoy everything life has to offer 2/9/2018 7:29 AM

243 Ages 40-49 Benchmark Male Finding that happy place and feeling comfortable 2/9/2018 7:31 AM
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244 Ages 50-59 Benchmark Male ENJOYING WHAT YOU DO 2/9/2018 7:21 AM

245 Ages 50-59 Benchmark Male Money 2/9/2018 7:23 AM

246 Ages 21-29 Benchmark Male Achieving goals 2/9/2018 7:20 AM

247 Ages 60 or older Benchmark Female Having good family, friends and serving others 2/9/2018 7:26 AM

248 Ages 60 or older Benchmark Male Ability to achieve perceived goals 2/9/2018 7:01 AM

249 Ages 60 or older Benchmark Male living life 2/9/2018 6:55 AM

250 Ages 60 or older Benchmark Male Having reached personal goals in your life 2/9/2018 6:30 AM

251 Ages 40-49 Benchmark Male Knowing God! 2/9/2018 6:26 AM

252 Ages 60 or older Benchmark Male Feeling like I accomplished something 2/9/2018 6:18 AM

253 Ages 40-49 Benchmark Male Creating award winning architecture 2/9/2018 6:06 AM

254 Ages 50-59 Benchmark Male Balance between family, work 2/9/2018 6:03 AM

255 Ages 50-59 Benchmark Male Joy in self and family 2/9/2018 5:53 AM

256 Ages 60 or older Benchmark Male Living well and owning your home 2/9/2018 5:44 AM

257 Ages 21-29 Benchmark Female happiness 2/9/2018 5:26 AM

258 Ages 40-49 Benchmark Male Achieving goals. Being happy with all aspects of life including

professional, financial, personal.

2/9/2018 5:17 AM

259 Ages 18-20 Benchmark Male Getting the job one desires 2/9/2018 5:04 AM

260 Ages 50-59 Benchmark Male Fulfilling your ambitions, and becoming great at what you do. 2/9/2018 4:42 AM

261 Ages 60 or older Benchmark Male reaching your goals 2/9/2018 4:19 AM

262 Ages 40-49 Benchmark Male Doing what you want for a living. 2/9/2018 3:08 AM

263 Ages 60 or older Benchmark Male Satisfaction of needs and wants 2/9/2018 2:49 AM

264 Ages 60 or older Benchmark Male LORD JESUS CHRIST 2/9/2018 2:17 AM

265 Ages 60 or older Benchmark Male Free time 2/9/2018 2:12 AM

266 Ages 30-39 Benchmark Male health and happiness 2/9/2018 1:51 AM

267 Ages 30-39 Benchmark Female complete and happy all around 2/9/2018 1:08 AM

268 Ages 30-39 Benchmark Female When you're happy, you're successful. 2/9/2018 1:03 AM

269 Ages 30-39 Benchmark Female excellent 2/9/2018 1:05 AM

270 Ages 21-29 Benchmark Female Being happy and self sufficient while expressing my creativity

and contributing to society and helping others

2/9/2018 12:47 AM

271 Ages 21-29 Benchmark Female Different to everyone 2/9/2018 12:57 AM

272 Ages 30-39 Benchmark Female Accomplishing your real ambitions. 2/9/2018 12:35 AM

273 Ages 30-39 Benchmark Female Contentedness 2/9/2018 12:32 AM

274 Ages 18-20 Benchmark Female Happiness 2/9/2018 12:32 AM

275 Ages 30-39 Benchmark Female Being comfortable. Feeling like you are making a difference.

Not having to constantly worry about money.

2/9/2018 12:19 PM

276 Ages 50-59 Benchmark Male Contentment 2/9/2018 12:07 AM

277 Ages 50-59 Benchmark Male financially comfortable, happy in work and life 2/8/2018 11:59 PM

278 Ages 60 or older Benchmark Male Treat others as you would like to be treated. 2/8/2018 11:49 PM

279 Ages 21-29 Benchmark Female Reaching your goals, fulfilling aspirations 2/8/2018 11:40 PM

280 Ages 21-29 Benchmark Male Attaining the results for what you desire 2/8/2018 11:26 PM

281 Ages 21-29 Benchmark Male Enjoying what you do while having a stable income 2/8/2018 11:24 PM
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282 Ages 40-49 Benchmark Male Feeling fulfilled at the end of the day, knowing in some way you

made a difference to someone.

2/8/2018 10:59 PM

283 Ages 30-39 Benchmark Female WEALTH 2/8/2018 10:55 PM

284 Ages 30-39 Benchmark Female Figuring out what you always wanted to do and being able to

find it, before it's too late. This understanding comes from growing yourself, knowing who you are

and the confidence to tell others what you really want out of this short life and not be afraid of what

people think because you are now more courageous than ever. You survived a lot of obstacles

throughout your childhood, striving to have a good well rounded education, getting a climb the

corporate ladder for 15 years, get fired, become more humble and grateful for everything. Smile

when you want to cry and maintain a positive rather than negative outlook. Once you can do that

whole-heartedly meet your education, career, goals and realize you have too much stuff and move

to the virgin islands before getting some of taken

2/8/2018 10:47 PM

285 Ages 30-39 Benchmark Female Happiness 2/8/2018 10:56 PM

286 Ages 60 or older Benchmark Male Self actualization 2/8/2018 10:48 PM

287 Ages 21-29 Benchmark Female Feeling complete in life, whatever it may be for the individual 2/8/2018 10:40 PM

288 Ages 30-39 Benchmark Female Striving for the best by achieving your goals. 2/8/2018 10:03 PM

289 Ages 21-29 Benchmark Female Success is achievements that look different to every person.

For me it looks like excelling in my career no matter what it is.

2/8/2018 10:38 PM

290 Ages 30-39 Benchmark Female Being content and achieving goals 2/8/2018 10:42 PM

291 Ages 18-20 Benchmark Female I would define success by accomplishing something you’ve

always wanted

2/8/2018 10:32 PM

292 Ages 30-39 Benchmark Female Being happy with the life you have 2/8/2018 10:26 PM

293 Ages 60 or older Benchmark Male Feeling like you made a difference 2/8/2018 10:27 PM

294 Ages 18-20 Benchmark Male Doing what you love. 2/8/2018 10:16 PM

295 Ages 21-29 Benchmark Female Living comfortably without worrying paycheck to paycheck

and being able to afford being more charitable

2/8/2018 10:08 PM

296 Ages 18-20 Benchmark Female Failing until you learn 2/8/2018 9:24 PM

297 Ages 30-39 Benchmark Female A happy life. 2/8/2018 9:57 PM

298 Ages 60 or older Benchmark Male Any accomplishment you achieved, some result may not

turn out the way you expected, but at least you've tired.

2/8/2018 9:24 PM

299 Ages 60 or older Benchmark Female Self-directed, on a team, using highest skills, aligned

with mission, respected and appreciated

2/8/2018 9:14 PM

300 Ages 21-29 Benchmark Female Accomplishing goals I set for myself. 2/8/2018 9:47 PM

301 Ages 40-49 Benchmark Female Leaving something better than you found it 2/8/2018 9:44 PM

302 Ages 21-29 Benchmark Female Continuous improvement 2/8/2018 9:38 PM

303 Ages 40-49 Benchmark Female Happiness 2/8/2018 9:34 PM

304 Ages 50-59 Benchmark Female Being happy and/or satisfied most of the time. Making the

most of your journey.

2/8/2018 9:31 PM

305 Ages 60 or older Benchmark Female being content with what one has accomplished 2/8/2018 9:17 PM

306 Ages 40-49 Benchmark Female being happy 2/8/2018 9:31 PM

307 Ages 21-29 Benchmark Female enjoying work 2/8/2018 9:29 PM

308 Ages 30-39 Benchmark Female Always trying to do something you want and being ok with

the results, either way

2/8/2018 9:31 PM

309 Ages 30-39 Benchmark Female Growth 2/8/2018 9:28 PM

310 Ages 40-49 Benchmark Female Ok 2/8/2018 9:23 PM

311 Ages 60 or older Benchmark Female Content with your job abilities 2/8/2018 9:19 PM

312 Ages 18-20 Benchmark Female Being happy and able to support yourself and family 2/8/2018 9:19 PM
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313 Ages 60 or older Benchmark Female Contentment. 2/8/2018 9:12 PM

314 Ages 50-59 Benchmark Female If you have achieved your goals. 2/8/2018 9:09 PM

315 Ages 50-59 Benchmark Female Having comfort and options in my decisions 2/8/2018 8:56 PM

316 Ages 60 or older Benchmark Female Being happy and having your needs met. 2/8/2018 9:16 PM

317 Ages 50-59 Benchmark Female Financially stable 2/8/2018 9:05 PM

318 Ages 50-59 Benchmark Female Success is reaching one's personal goal. 2/8/2018 9:01 PM

319 Ages 40-49 Benchmark Female Success is finding joy in everyday living. 2/8/2018 9:09 PM

320 Ages 60 or older Benchmark Female Having grown children, I am a success 2/8/2018 9:01 PM

321 Ages 40-49 Benchmark Female Ok 2/8/2018 9:09 PM

322 Ages 50-59 Benchmark Female Getting to the top 2/8/2018 9:07 PM

323 Ages 21-29 Benchmark Female achieving ones purpose, goal, or aim 2/8/2018 8:47 PM

324 Ages 60 or older Benchmark Female being happy about what you have accomplished. 2/8/2018 9:03 PM

325 Ages 21-29 Benchmark Female Happiness 2/8/2018 9:05 PM

326 Ages 40-49 Benchmark Female Achieving your goals, accomplishment 2/8/2018 8:47 PM

327 Ages 60 or older Benchmark Female Being content with life 2/8/2018 9:01 PM

328 Ages 30-39 Benchmark Female Recognition for achievement 2/8/2018 8:51 PM

329 Ages 60 or older Benchmark Female having good friends, loving family and enough money to

take care of myself

2/8/2018 8:49 PM

330 Ages 60 or older Benchmark Male Comfortability in life; business, home, financial, family 2/8/2018 8:42 PM

331 Ages 40-49 Benchmark Female Setting and achieving your goals 2/8/2018 8:48 PM

332 Ages 40-49 Benchmark Female Being debt free and owning a home free of debt 2/8/2018 8:46 PM

333 Ages 60 or older Benchmark Female Happiness in your life = success 2/8/2018 8:42 PM

334 Ages 60 or older Benchmark Male being able to live a comfortable life 2/8/2018 8:40 PM

335 Ages 60 or older Benchmark Male doing what you want to do when you want to do it 2/8/2018 8:20 PM

336 Ages 50-59 Benchmark Female Relative happiness, enough funds to do what you want, good

health

2/8/2018 8:38 PM

337 Ages 50-59 Benchmark Female Happiness and Peace 2/8/2018 8:30 PM

338 Ages 50-59 Benchmark Female Personal satisfaction / believing you have accomplished

positive change

2/8/2018 8:21 PM

339 Ages 60 or older Benchmark Female Being happy with what you do. 2/8/2018 8:36 PM

340 Ages 50-59 Benchmark Male Love 2/8/2018 8:35 PM

341 Ages 21-29 Benchmark Female Success is when you accomplish your goals in life! 2/8/2018 8:18 PM

342 Ages 60 or older Benchmark Male making a difference 2/8/2018 8:33 PM

343 Ages 50-59 Benchmark Female Respected and trusted in your field 2/8/2018 8:16 PM

344 Ages 60 or older Benchmark Male Personal success I define as living a gratifying life 2/8/2018 8:25 PM

345 Ages 60 or older Benchmark Female Having family and friends and being happy with what

you have

2/8/2018 8:28 PM

346 Ages 40-49 Benchmark Female whether you are happy or not 2/8/2018 8:30 PM

347 Ages 40-49 Benchmark Female Success is a journey. If you are moving forward, you are

successful.

2/8/2018 8:25 PM

348 Ages 50-59 Benchmark Female Personal and job satisfaction 2/8/2018 7:55 PM

349 Ages 60 or older Benchmark Female Being comfortable in your own skin. 2/8/2018 8:21 PM
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350 Ages 60 or older Benchmark Female Being of service to others and at peace with yourself. 2/8/2018 8:20 PM

351 Ages 40-49 Benchmark Female Meeting goals you have set for yourself! 2/8/2018 8:22 PM

352 Ages 21-29 Benchmark Male Learning from failure 2/8/2018 8:16 PM

353 Ages 60 or older Benchmark Female Being happy with one's self 2/8/2018 8:16 PM

354 Ages 21-29 Benchmark Female Achieving all the goals you set for yourself 2/8/2018 8:22 PM

355 Ages 30-39 Benchmark Female being happy with what you do 2/8/2018 8:15 PM

356 Ages 50-59 Benchmark Female Having peace 2/8/2018 8:11 PM

357 Ages 30-39 Benchmark Female Stability 2/8/2018 8:06 PM

358 Ages 60 or older Benchmark Female Lots of money 2/8/2018 8:12 PM

359 Ages 40-49 Benchmark Male Family, job, make a difference 2/8/2018 8:12 PM

360 Ages 50-59 Benchmark Male Not living week to week. 2/8/2018 8:10 PM

361 Ages 50-59 Benchmark Male working hard with determination 2/8/2018 8:10 PM

362 Ages 21-29 Benchmark Female Hard work 2/8/2018 8:10 PM

363 Ages 60 or older Benchmark Female Personal fulfilment 2/8/2018 8:02 PM

364 Ages 60 or older Benchmark Female Individual decision of what life for that individual is most

important; money, happiness, power,

2/8/2018 7:45 PM

365 Ages 60 or older Benchmark Female Achieving work/life balance 2/8/2018 8:07 PM

366 Ages 30-39 Benchmark Female Being happy. 2/8/2018 8:02 PM

367 Ages 60 or older Benchmark Female Feeling happy with one's life 2/8/2018 8:00 PM

368 Ages 60 or older Benchmark Female Regretting nothing 2/8/2018 7:54 PM

369 Ages 60 or older Benchmark Female financial security 2/8/2018 8:02 PM

370 Ages 30-39 Benchmark Female Being your most authentic self 2/8/2018 7:28 PM

371 Ages 60 or older Benchmark Female Self and family doing well and we are feeling good

about how we are doing right now. We are also in a position to continue being fulfilled

2/8/2018 7:35 PM

372 Ages 50-59 Benchmark Female Wealth and happiness 2/8/2018 7:42 PM

373 Ages 60 or older Benchmark Female Being good enough at what you do that others ask for

your help and want to emulate you

2/8/2018 7:39 PM

374 Ages 40-49 Benchmark Female Happiness and love 2/8/2018 7:51 PM

375 Ages 40-49 Benchmark Female hard work 2/8/2018 7:47 PM

376 Ages 60 or older Benchmark Female accomplish what you want to do 2/8/2018 7:51 PM

377 Ages 50-59 Benchmark Female Enjoying what you are doing and making salary enough to

provide for your life.

2/8/2018 7:43 PM

378 Ages 60 or older Benchmark Male Clients keep coming back 2/8/2018 7:19 PM

379 Ages 21-29 Benchmark Female Success is feeling like you are making a difference in the

world.

2/8/2018 7:40 PM

380 Ages 50-59 Benchmark Female Being respected in my field. 2/8/2018 7:44 PM

381 Ages 60 or older Benchmark Male Someone who loves me, someone to love, meaningful

work to do.

2/8/2018 7:43 PM

382 Ages 50-59 Benchmark Female Being happy with your life, goals, and achievements and

having enough money to live on

2/8/2018 7:30 PM

383 Ages 50-59 Benchmark Female Being successful! 2/8/2018 7:37 PM

384 Ages 50-59 Benchmark Female Achieving your goals 2/8/2018 7:43 PM

385 Ages 18-20 Benchmark Female Being happy while supporting yourself and dependents (if

you have to)

2/8/2018 7:43 PM
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386 Ages 60 or older Benchmark Female enough money to retire on 2/8/2018 7:29 PM

387 Ages 60 or older Benchmark Female Taking care of self, contributing to community, feeling

love

2/8/2018 7:24 PM

388 Ages 50-59 Benchmark Female 100% 2/8/2018 7:38 PM

389 Ages 30-39 Benchmark Female Happiness 2/8/2018 7:36 PM

390 Ages 50-59 Benchmark Male Happy family 2/8/2018 7:34 PM

391 Ages 50-59 Benchmark Female Succeed in plans made 2/8/2018 7:36 PM

392 Ages 40-49 Benchmark Female Achievements 2/8/2018 7:36 PM

393 Ages 60 or older Benchmark Male Comfort, security and contentment with ability to do things

I want to do while assisting family when able

2/8/2018 7:17 PM

394 Ages 30-39 Benchmark Female Hard work and dedication 2/8/2018 7:31 PM

395 Ages 50-59 Benchmark Female Happy healthy family enjoying life 2/8/2018 7:16 PM

396 Ages 50-59 Benchmark Female Family who love you 2/8/2018 7:21 PM

397 Ages 60 or older Benchmark Female Money 2/8/2018 7:29 PM

398 Ages 60 or older Benchmark Female Being happy, healthy with no money problems 2/8/2018 7:20 PM

399 Ages 60 or older Benchmark Male success is doing what you are most gifted to do. 2/8/2018 7:23 PM

400 Ages 30-39 Benchmark Female Keep trying 2/8/2018 7:30 PM

401 Ages 40-49 Benchmark Male Doing your job well and efficient 2/8/2018 7:27 PM

402 Ages 21-29 Benchmark Female Achieving your dreams 2/8/2018 7:26 PM

403 Ages 50-59 Benchmark Female happiness 2/8/2018 7:18 PM

404 Ages 60 or older Benchmark Female Exciting and satisfying 2/8/2018 7:22 PM

405 Ages 60 or older Benchmark Female Contentment with one's own conduct in life, mistakes

and all.

2/8/2018 7:15 PM

406 Ages 21-29 Benchmark Female Being happy 2/8/2018 7:24 PM

407 Ages 18-20 Benchmark Female happiness 2/8/2018 7:24 PM

408 Ages 21-29 Benchmark Female I define success as you completing what you have always

wanted to do or try

2/8/2018 7:21 PM

409 Ages 60 or older Benchmark Female Achieving 90% personal satisfaction in a particular

sector of one’s life. Success has to be measured incrementally and in particular areas of one’s life,

not overall.

2/8/2018 6:54 PM

410 Ages 30-39 Benchmark Female Happiness and financial stability 2/8/2018 7:16 PM

411 Ages 60 or older Benchmark Female Success is having faith in God, healthy family and

friends.

2/8/2018 7:07 PM

412 Ages 60 or older Benchmark Female achievement of your personal goals 2/8/2018 7:08 PM

413 Ages 50-59 Benchmark Male Doing God’s Will 2/8/2018 7:13 PM

414 Ages 60 or older Benchmark Female Happy & proud of your accomplishments 2/8/2018 7:06 PM

415 Ages 60 or older Benchmark Female Content with what you have accomplished in life 2/8/2018 7:07 PM

416 Ages 60 or older Benchmark Male achieving what you try to achieve 2/8/2018 7:14 PM

417 Ages 60 or older Benchmark Female Live a healthy, loving and happy life 2/8/2018 7:06 PM

418 Ages 30-39 Benchmark Female Living comfortably and happy 2/8/2018 7:00 PM

419 Ages 60 or older Benchmark Female Living a happy and content life 2/8/2018 6:58 PM

420 Ages 60 or older Benchmark Male being content with what I have and what I've done 2/8/2018 7:01 PM

421 Ages 60 or older Benchmark Male ok 2/8/2018 7:03 PM
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422 Ages 21-29 Benchmark Female Helping people and creating art 2/8/2018 7:08 PM

423 Ages 40-49 Benchmark Female Good 2/8/2018 7:06 PM

424 Ages 60 or older Benchmark Female Having sufficient money to pay the bills while still being

happy with what I'm doing.

2/8/2018 6:54 PM

425 Ages 60 or older Benchmark Female Fulfillment in one’s occupational choice 2/8/2018 7:03 PM

426 Ages 40-49 Benchmark Female Being happy 2/8/2018 7:02 PM

427 Ages 50-59 Benchmark Female Being able to support oneself comfortably 2/8/2018 7:03 PM

428 Ages 60 or older Benchmark Female I don’t know 2/8/2018 7:01 PM

429 Ages 30-39 Benchmark Female Successful 2/8/2018 7:05 PM

430 Ages 60 or older Benchmark Female Meeting your own goals or expectations 2/8/2018 7:03 PM

431 Ages 40-49 Benchmark Female reaching those goals that you have created for yourself 2/8/2018 6:55 PM

432 Ages 40-49 Benchmark Male The point at which goals are achieved 2/8/2018 7:02 PM

433 Ages 60 or older Benchmark Female HAVING ENOUGH MONEY TO DO WHAT I WANT 2/8/2018 6:55 PM

434 Ages 40-49 Benchmark Female good family 2/8/2018 7:00 PM

435 Ages 60 or older Benchmark Female Not being uncomfortable due to a lack of necessity, and

being able to enjoy friends and family, being personally content, and being able to be quiet,

philosophical, and to read Marcus Aurelius

2/8/2018 6:54 PM

436 Ages 60 or older Benchmark Female Happy family 2/8/2018 6:58 PM

437 Ages 60 or older Benchmark Female Success is financial but more so satisfaction 2/8/2018 6:58 PM

438 Ages 40-49 Benchmark Female feeling satisfied 2/8/2018 6:54 PM

439 Ages 30-39 Benchmark Female Happiness, self satisfaction, stability 2/8/2018 6:53 PM

440 Ages 17 or younger Benchmark Female Having a good environment and having trusts

towards others

2/8/2018 6:54 PM

441 Ages 30-39 Benchmark Female Unaccomplished 2/8/2018 6:55 PM

442 Ages 60 or older Benchmark Female Being able to do what you're good at and happy with 2/8/2018 6:55 PM

443 Ages 21-29 Female Social Making changes for the good of things 2/11/2018 7:05 PM

444 Ages 21-29 Male Social Achieving team and personal goals 2/11/2018 3:05 PM

445 Ages 21-29 Other Gender Social Success cannot be achieved but rather an act of growing

and more importantly having a chance of growing, for example you can be CEO of an MNC

earning $200k if your expenses are also $200k you won't have enough to invest and grow your

networth, but if you are earning $50k and have expenses of $30k you have a chance to grow,

invest in stocks, businesses and other places, hence in my definition you are successful cause you

can grow

2/10/2018 12:19 AM

446 Ages 40-49 Male Social When you retire 10 years younger :) 2/9/2018 5:22 AM

447 Ages 40-49 Female Social Enjoying what you do. Having integrity 2/8/2018 10:52 AM

448 Ages 21-29 Male Social Delivering more than is expected of me. 2/8/2018 10:46 AM

449 Ages 21-29 Female Social Success to me is being content with life. Being happy with the job

I have, surrounded by the people that bring out the best in me and actually care about me, and

having a partner that has the same views as me in life but challenges me at the same time.

Success to me is not define by making a lot of money because at the end of the day, that can all

disappear and you’re left with nothing.

2/8/2018 9:58 AM

450 Ages 21-29 Male Social To live the lives we truly want, and not just the lives we settle for 2/7/2018 10:52 PM

451 Ages 21-29 Male Social Self sufficiency 2/7/2018 9:55 AM

452 Ages 21-29 Male Social A piece of mind with a meaningfull contribution to society 2/7/2018 9:12 AM

453 Ages 17 or younger Male Social Building a life that makes you the most happy 2/5/2018 4:32 PM
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454 Ages 17 or younger Male Social Success is the state of accomplishment wether it applies to

oneself, others, or an organization.

2/5/2018 3:29 PM

455 Ages 30-39 Female Social Lol 2/4/2018 6:23 AM

456 Ages 40-49 Male Social I would define it as having a sense of fufillment and an ability to have

been able to persue one’s passions in life

1/31/2018 3:44 PM

457 Ages 21-29 Male Social Not quite as expected. 1/28/2018 1:07 PM

458 Ages 40-49 Other Gender Social Freedom 1/27/2018 7:57 PM

459 Ages 21-29 Other Gender Social Being that you want to be 1/27/2018 12:26 AM

460 Ages 21-29 Male Social Being happy & independent 1/26/2018 11:21 AM

461 Ages 30-39 Male Social Feeling useful, and able to enjoy life without worries 1/26/2018 5:35 AM

462 Ages 21-29 Female Social When you’re finally at peace with yourself or when you feel like

you’ve already done what you’re supposed to do this in world

1/25/2018 7:48 PM

463 Ages 21-29 Female Social I am successful if I someone else has lived because of me and my

services

1/24/2018 10:18 PM

464 Ages 21-29 Female Social Happiness within oneself, a career you love, family, friends, inner

peace

1/24/2018 3:57 PM

465 Ages 30-39 Female Social To be completely happy where you are at life and content with it 1/24/2018 3:30 PM

466 Ages 21-29 Female Social achieving the goals that you have been given or that you have set

for yourself

1/24/2018 11:58 AM

467 Ages 21-29 Female Social To me, success is a state to reach and mantain, in which you

realize what happiness looks to you (leaving aside what society says it should look like), and you

come to a peacful feeling in which you embrace the place you are at the moment, understanding

your pas as a path towards this moment, and the future as something you are going to build with

all that you have learned and discovered until now. It is a state in which you know which are your

goals, which goals have you acomplished now, and you get a positive mindset that allows you to

enjoy the journey. To me, it is not a destiantion, like, "once I am rich, I have succeded in life".

1/24/2018 11:26 AM

468 Ages 21-29 Female Social Fulfilling your passions in life and leaving a legacy of kindness

from helping people and animals

1/24/2018 11:11 AM

469 Ages 18-20 Female Social An abstract idea of achieving goals and an ideal lifestyle/setting 1/24/2018 11:08 AM

470 Ages 21-29 Male Social An internal sense of accomplishment 1/24/2018 10:47 AM

471 Ages 17 or younger Female Social designing my dream life and living it 1/24/2018 9:56 AM

472 Ages 21-29 Male Social Success is when you reach your accomplishments and goals, and it

happens when you think and work toward the future

1/23/2018 11:01 PM

473 Ages 21-29 Male Social Success is individually defined by your own goals. If you reach your

goals and get to where you want to be in life, you could consider yourself successful.

1/23/2018 8:50 PM

474 Ages 30-39 Female Social Earning a perfect amount of money and spending time with loved

ones

1/23/2018 7:23 PM

475 Ages 18-20 Male Social Freedom of self 1/23/2018 6:30 PM

476 Ages 21-29 Female Social Feeling fulfilled within yourself, completing the goals and projects

that you set for yourself that are either career or personal

1/23/2018 4:56 PM

477 Ages 21-29 Female Social success = happiness 1/23/2018 4:33 PM

478 Ages 21-29 Female Social When you feel fulfilled for some time in a row 1/23/2018 4:02 PM

479 Ages 21-29 Female Social Success is being able to realize and actualize that everyday, there

is a reason to be great.

1/23/2018 3:39 PM

480 Ages 30-39 Male Social when every dream becomes reality in every aspect of life 1/23/2018 3:09 PM

481 Ages 21-29 Female Social achieving what you desire with feeling of contentment 1/23/2018 1:54 PM

482 Ages 21-29 Female Social Happiness 1/23/2018 1:47 PM
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483 Ages 30-39 Female Social State of mind and indipendence from others in any sense, also

money)

1/23/2018 1:32 PM

484 Ages 30-39 Female Social being happy 1/23/2018 1:27 PM

485 Ages 21-29 Female Social A feeling of accomplishment. 1/23/2018 1:22 PM

486 Ages 30-39 Female Social Being happy with the goals you achieved 1/23/2018 12:55 PM

487 Ages 21-29 Female Social Finding happiness in how you spend your days 1/23/2018 12:43 PM

488 Ages 21-29 Female Social Achieving the goals a person sets for themselves, whether daily,

weekly or periodically and being happy with the progress a person has made even when not all the

goals set were achieved

1/23/2018 12:43 PM

489 Ages 21-29 Female Social I believe that success is when you manage to have enough money

for your family and you, and do not have to worry about it!

1/23/2018 12:16 PM

490 Ages 21-29 Female Social Being happy 1/23/2018 11:57 AM

491 Ages 21-29 Female Social Ecomplishing life goals 1/23/2018 11:47 AM

492 Ages 18-20 Female Social the accomplishment of dreams and goals 1/23/2018 11:43 AM

493 Ages 21-29 Female Social Happiness 1/23/2018 11:31 AM

494 Ages 18-20 Female Social achieving my goals 1/23/2018 11:30 AM

495 Ages 21-29 Female Social happy and gratitude 1/23/2018 11:20 AM

496 Ages 40-49 Male Social Setting realistic goals, establishing a plan of action to reach them &

achieving said goals

1/22/2018 10:02 PM

497 Ages 30-39 Male Social Happiness, not worried 1/22/2018 10:00 PM

498 Ages 40-49 Male Social By helping others while maximizing your fullest potential 1/22/2018 8:03 PM

499 Ages 40-49 Male Social joy in life 1/22/2018 6:01 PM

500 Ages 21-29 Female Social Happiness & contentment 1/22/2018 3:30 PM

501 Ages 30-39 Female Social Achieving a goal that essentially makes you happy 1/22/2018 10:13 AM

502 Ages 30-39 Female Social To excel in most important areas of life 1/21/2018 6:26 PM

503 Ages 60 or older Female Social Being kind, compassionate and live a life full of love and

respect towards others.

1/21/2018 5:26 PM

504 Ages 30-39 Female Social Doing what you love ❤️ 1/21/2018 4:07 PM

505 Ages 21-29 Male Social Happiness 1/21/2018 9:01 AM

506 Ages 40-49 Female Social Identify your purpose, living with intentionality 1/21/2018 5:56 AM

507 Ages 40-49 Female Social When you set a goal and not only meet but surpass it 1/20/2018 8:42 PM

508 Ages 50-59 Female Social Happiness 1/19/2018 8:11 PM

509 Ages 40-49 Female Social Success is when you feel satisfaction of what you do everyday.

Small or big, simple or complicated!

1/19/2018 7:59 PM

510 Ages 18-20 Male Social Happiness 1/19/2018 2:23 PM

511 Ages 40-49 Female Social Succeeding in your life goals. 1/19/2018 10:09 AM

512 Ages 21-29 Female Social effort 1/19/2018 9:27 AM

513 Ages 50-59 Male Social hapiness is succes 1/19/2018 8:56 AM

514 Ages 40-49 Male Social Success is defined by achieving your goals and by helping others

achieve their goals

1/19/2018 8:10 AM

515 Ages 40-49 Female Social Self goals achieved 1/19/2018 7:29 AM

516 Ages 40-49 Female Social Taking time to evaluate yourself, make positive decisions while

moving forward.

1/19/2018 6:28 AM

517 Ages 50-59 Female Social Achieving my goals 1/19/2018 6:24 AM
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518 Ages 40-49 Female Social Having the means to live the life you desire while learning and

growing along the way.

1/19/2018 5:50 AM

519 Ages 40-49 Male Social Financially stable and able to retire comfortably 1/19/2018 5:46 AM

520 Ages 21-29 Female Social Being completely satisfied and fulfilled by whatever path you are

walking in your journey through life.

1/19/2018 5:29 AM

521 Ages 40-49 Female Social Having passion for what I do equals success 1/19/2018 5:12 AM

522 Ages 40-49 Female Social Achieving beyond a goal you set 1/19/2018 4:33 AM

523 Ages 40-49 Male Social Family and being able to provide for them... 1/19/2018 2:34 AM

524 Ages 40-49 Female Social Financial Freedom 1/19/2018 12:00 AM

525 Ages 30-39 Female Social a person or thing that achieves desired aims or attains prosperity. 1/18/2018 11:57 PM

526 Ages 40-49 Male Social I’m in. And success is being happy and accomplishing big things for

yourself and the community.

1/18/2018 10:40 PM

527 Ages 40-49 Female Social Money 1/18/2018 9:51 PM

528 Ages 40-49 Female Social Living comfortably and have a balanced work and home life 1/18/2018 9:48 PM

529 Ages 50-59 Female Social Doing what you want, with whom you want whenever you want as

much as you want

1/18/2018 9:44 PM

530 Ages 40-49 Female Social Adventure 1/18/2018 9:32 PM

531 Ages 40-49 Female Social Accomplishing goals 1/18/2018 9:24 PM

532 Ages 30-39 Female Social doing things correctly 1/18/2018 9:01 PM

533 Ages 40-49 Female Social Being gainfully employed and happy 1/18/2018 8:41 PM

534 Ages 40-49 Male Social Above Average 1/18/2018 7:59 PM

535 Ages 40-49 Male Social By knowing that what you are doing is helping you and others lead a

better happier healthier life.

1/18/2018 7:24 PM

536 Ages 30-39 Male Social Happiness 1/18/2018 7:11 PM

537 Ages 50-59 Female Social Financially secure and in a happy relationship 1/18/2018 7:06 PM

538 Ages 40-49 Male Social Doing what you love, what makes you happy and excelling in it 1/18/2018 6:42 PM

539 Ages 50-59 Male Social Client satisfaction 1/18/2018 6:36 PM

540 Ages 50-59 Male Social Happiness 1/18/2018 6:34 PM

541 Ages 30-39 Male Social A feeling of self worth and achievement to reach one's goals.

Success comes from make one self better as well as those around me. Success is being happy

with the family and friends around me.

1/18/2018 6:19 PM

542 Ages 40-49 Male Social My state of happiness, is how i define success 1/18/2018 5:48 PM

543 Ages 21-29 Female Social Being happy 1/18/2018 4:59 PM
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